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preface 

Welcome to Magic Spell Book II of the Code of Elements. 

In this second volume, we want to show you the possibilities that are 

completely different from the first volume (and its extension), so in addition to the 

beautiful graphics, this volume will focus more on showing combinations and new 

depiction methods that can form a unique painting style. 

 

This is a free, open source code. 

If you find non-English separators, misspelled words, weird carriage returns, or 

even anything that doesn't seem to be explained by science – don't worry, it's all 

part of the spell.  
For possible "generic negatives" in volumes, they are lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, 

missing fingers, extra digits, fewer digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, 

signature, watermark, username, blurry, bad feet mean.  

 

We reserve no rights to the images produced, based on the spirit and 

reality of the Internet. 

 

 

Related link: www Porn2ai.com 
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Elemental Magic Catalog - II - Style Chapter 

This chapter is especially dedicated to works that specialize in introducing particular styles 

of painting or compositional forms, and they are particularly good at making them refreshing. 

Some works that introduce a newer style but only use it as an auxiliary element are excluded. 

 

White Tiger Zhi 

"National wind, foreign beasts, divine beasts, white tigers." 

(The Four Divine Beasts have since been completed!!!!!! ) 

 

 tag： 

 

Begin chanting: 

((masterpiece)),best quality, ((illustration)),,original,extremely detailed wallpaper, 

National style: 

(((beijing opera))), (sketch),(wash painting),((color splashing)),((ink 

splashing)),((((dyeing)))),((Chinese painting)),((colorful))(beautiful and delicate 

mountain), 

White Tiger Description: 

(solo),(Fantasy creatures),((Chinese white tiger)),(solo;1.8),Black markings,(white 

tiger),((solo)),beautiful and delicate golden eyes,Huge claws 

Big and strong,Diabolical,Tyrannica, 

Background description:(mountains) 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

" Handsome Ah " (board) 

”rua！ I love mythology! Super handsome. (Wheat) 

"Very Chinese elements!" （antwominy） 

"I really like this unique style." (Wind Mage of Alzheimer's) 

"The tiger roars and the moon gives birth to the sea, and the wind breaks Jinge." 

(Tonight) 

"Western Gengxin Jin, the lord of the trigram, its elephant white tiger, golden god 

also." (Guangxia Mo) 

“大猫猫！”（校长） 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NSFW,owres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, missing fingers, extra digit, 

fewer digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, 

signature, watermark, username, blurry,missing fingers,bad hands,missing 

arms,large breasts 

Steps：40 

Scale：5.5 

Advanced: Sampling ：k_euler_ancestral 

512 x 1024 
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Cunning Record 

"It's like a dog and a leopard."  

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

((masterpiece)),best quality, ((illustration)),original,extremely detailed wallpaper,  

(((beijing opera))), (sketch),(wash painting),((color splashing)),((ink 

splashing)),((((dyeing)))),((Chinese painting)),((colorful))(beautiful and delicate 

mountain), 

(solo),(Fantasy creatures),((Chinese white tiger)),(solo;1.8),Black markings,(white 

tiger),((solo)),beautiful and delicate golden eyes,Huge claws 

Big and strong,Diabolical,Tyrannica,l 

(mountains), 

NSFW,owres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, missing fingers, extra digit, 

fewer digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, 

signature, watermark, username, blurry,missing fingers,bad hands,missing 

arms,large breasts 
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Editor's Note: 

"emmmm first heard of cunning beasts." (Tonight) 

"Aren't you around tonight (laughs)" (Principal) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steps：40 

Scale：5.5 

Advanced: Sampling ：k_euler_ancestral 

512 x 1024 
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Poor Oddity 

"Qianqi: Qingshan Mountain, on which there is a beast, its shape is like a tiger, 

hedgehog hair, the name is Qianqi, the sound is like a dog, it is a cannibal. ” 

     

    tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 ((masterpiece)),best quality, ((illustration)),original,extremely detailed wallpaper, 

 (Euler)：(((beijing opera))), (sketch),((wash painting)),((ink 

splashing)),((((dyeing)))),((Chinese painting)), 

 (DDIM)：((beijing opera))), (sketch),(wash painting),(ink 

splashing),dyeing,((Chinese painting)),  

 ((a mythical ferocious animal)),{{The bull}},{{ long horns}}，{{With wings on its 

back}},(Red and black wings,)(solo),mountain,Big and strong,Diabolical,Tyrannical 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"It's normal that there are three of the four divine beasts." 

"Impossible! When pigs fly! (Tonight)   

"Little Snake, Kitten, Little Bird, Little Turtle" (Principal) 

"Looking forward to the future roast chicken becoming a phoenix!" (Yin and Yang) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, missing fingers, extra digit, fewer 

digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, 

watermark, username, blurry, More than four hooves, less than four hooves，Too 

many hooves，Too many horns，Less than two wings, more than two wings，

More than two cows 

Steps：40 

Scale：5.5 

Advanced: Sampling ：k_euler_ancestral 

512 x 1024 

Steps：30 

Scale：5.5 

Advanced: Sampling ：DDIM 

512 x 1024 
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Glitch art 

"From illustration to manga!"  
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Oooo This style of painting is eye-catching! (Wheat) 

"The color mix is outstanding!" (Yin and Yang) 

"This comment can only be displayed normally if the computer or mobile phone is 

not malfunctioning." (Tonight) 

"Water tonight!" (Principal) 

"The art of glitches is fantastic." (Snow) 

 

 

 

 

{{cute anime face}}, (best quality), (ultra-detailed) , (best illustration), (extremely 

delicate and beautiful},{album cover}, album, album description, {error}, {{glitch 

lump}on face},(glitch art:1.5),  {Pixilation on face},Double exposure, {Chromatic 

Aberration}, Light leaks, Noise and grain, Color degradation, Glitch 

lettering,design,1 girl, art, abstract art, (flat_chest, short red hair, short wavy 

hair,floating black jacket, white school uniform, white beret,bowknot over white 

beret , floating black feathers:0.5),  geometry, clear lines, squares, bright, limited 

palette 

nsfw, lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, missing fingers, fewer digits, cropped, 

worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, watermark, 

username, blurry,missing fingers,bad hands,missing arms, long neck, Humpbacked 

sampler： 

NAI Diffusion Anime (Full) （steps=28，scale=11，ddim portrait（w<h） 
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cubism 

"Low stability. ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

 

Maidens of Avignon, colorful, flat_color, limited palette, {{by Picasso}}, {{cubism}}, 

{{a girl}}, pretty face, upper body,  flat_chest, floating black jacket, white school 

uniform, white beret), bowknot over white beret 

lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, missing fingers, extra digit, fewer 

digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, 

watermark, username, blurry, bad feet 

Scale=10, steps=26  
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Editor's Note: 

“rua。 I feel like I went to an art exhibition, and inspiration sprouted. (Wheat) 

"Very new style of painting." （antwominy） 

"Have you ever considered printing it out and putting it in a frame, and then 

extorting a hundred and twenty thousand?" (tonight)  

"Let's go straight to the auction (not)" (principal) 
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嘻哈风 

Add a "high contrast" tag as needed. ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

{{masterpiece}}, {{high quality}}, {{{Extreme details}}}, {{Clear facial 

features}},Backlight, 1 girl, {Dim scene}, {{Complex and messy street fluorescent 

graffiti on the wall}}, Face the viewer, full body, Hip-Hop Style, Splashed 

paint_dynamic angle, Demonic smile, Cool and fashionable hoodies, Hands in 

pockets,Visual impact,{Spotlight}, {{American caricature painting style}},contour 

deepening,comic 

lowres,bad anatomy,bad hands,text,error,missing fingers,extra digit,fewer 

digits,cropped,worst quality,low quality,normal quality,jpeg 

artifacts,signature,watermark,username,blurry,missing arms,long 

neck,Humpbacked,malformed limbs,poorly drawn,poorly drawn 

hands,mutilated,missing legs,{unclear eyes},{more than 2 thighs},deformed,extra 

legs,mutated hands and fingers,three legs,bad face,error,extra 

limbs,worstquality,low quality,{bad anatomy}, {{malformed}} 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Look at this amazing visual impact!" (Board) 

"So Cool (Word Poor)" (Wind Mage with Alzheimer's) 

"There's no other word to describe it than cool." (Guangxia Mo) 

"Let's go, go to the street." (Tonight) 

"Go to the street code!" (Yin and Yang) 

"Kamen Rider EA opens up déjà vu!" (Principal) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

num_inference_steps: 50~80 

guidance_scale: 7~7.5 

sampler: DDIM 

superres_model_name: falsr_a 
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Mime method 

"It is mainly for the elements of the close-up avatars of black and white film 

actresses in the last century. ” 

 

 tag： 

 

((best quality)), ((masterpiece)), highres, original, extremely detailed wallpaper,an 

extremely delicate and beautiful,illustration,cinematic lighting, volume lighting, 

bloom effect, light 

particles,((1 girl)),beautiful detailed eyes,long sleeves, hoodie,frills, no shadow, sim

ple background, (((black background))), European style, 

bright skin, (((1980s (style)))), movie theater,  silhouette, greyscale, 

monochrome,((Big wavy curls)), slit pupils,(((looking back))),cinematic angle, 

(((close-up))),(((portrait))),lens flare,seductive smile, tarot, medium hair 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Goodbye Chaplin." (Tonight) 

"Tonight of the Exposed Age!" (Principal) 

"The Feeling of Early Cinematic Works" (Snow) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

nsfw, lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text error, missing fingers, extra digits, 

fewer digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, standard quality, peg artifacts, 

signature, watermark, username, blurry 

Steps: 40, Sampler: Euler, CFG scale: 12, Size: 512x512, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, Clip 

skip: 2, ENSD: 31337 
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漫画风格 

作者：Winfrid（QQ1664270853） 

From illustration to manga! ” 

 

 tag： 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

 

(comic), (creative frame design), flat_color,{{{ limited palette}}},story, {girl}, gothic, 

{speech bubble}, (monochrome:3) , {speak arrow (symbol)} ,meme,  manga frame, 

((dark intense shadows)), ((cinematic lighting)), ((overexposure)),cute anime faces, 

sketch,{{storyboards}}, (pretty face), section, frame, {border}, {split_theme}, {{split 

screen}}, {Cartoon split}, 

river, (forest),palace, (fairyland,feather,flowers, nature),(sunlight),Hazy fog, 

mist,(beautiful detailed sky), {2 girls}, flat_chest, diamond and glaring eyes, black 

eyes, beautiful detailed cold face, {short red hair}, short wavy hair, beautiful detailed 

eyes, glowing eyes, touhou project, 1girl,braid,dress,eyelashes,frilled skirt,holding 

knife, holster,maid,maid headdress, medium hair,pocket watch,puffy short 

sleeves,silver chain, thigh strap, wrist cuffs, open mouth,blank stare, 

smile,angry,tears 

Red is a style-related tag, where monochrome can be changed to color comics if removed, 

and flat_color, {{ limited palette}}} can be removed and basically compatible with other art 

styles. Blue is scene-related, green is person-related (bold is the demeanor that needs to be 

assigned by the AI, etc.). 

 

multiple breasts, (mutated hands and fingers:1.5 ), (long body :1.3), (mutation, 

poorly drawn :1.2) , black-white, bad anatomy, liquid body, liquid tongue, 

disfigured, malformed, mutated, anatomical nonsense, text font ui, error, 

malformed hands, long neck, blurred, lowers, lowres, bad anatomy, bad 

proportions, bad shadow, uncoordinated body, unnatural body, fused breasts, bad 

breasts, huge breasts, poorly drawn breasts, extra breasts, liquid breasts, heavy 

breasts, missing breasts, huge haunch, huge thighs, huge calf, bad hands, fused 

hand, missing hand,watermark,Unshaped, watermarks， duplicate 

steps=28，scale=10，k_euler_ancestral 
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彩墨法 

"I hope more magic in national style will appear, and I 

also hope that there will be big guys to train the national style painting style of AI" 

 

 

 

tag： 

Steps: 40, Sampler: Euler, CFG scale: 8, Size: 512x512, Model hash: 925997e9, Clip 

skip: 2 
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 Negtag： 

 

 

colorful painting, ((chinese colorful ink)), (((Chinese color ink painting style))), 

(((masterpiece))), (((best quality))),((Ultra-detailed, very precise detailed)), 

(((a charming Chinese girl,1girl,solo,delicate beautiful 

face))), (Floating),(illustration),(Amazing),(Absurd),((sharp focus)), ((extremely 

detailed)), ((high saturation)), (surrounded by color ink splashes),((extremely 

detailed body)),((colorful)) 

It can be changed to other animals such as white tiger, dragon (Chinese dragon) and 

the like, but it is unstable, and the resolution of 512×512 is of good quality, but there are 

sometimes surprises when pulling up 

Blue is more important in color ink, if you want to try the style, you can try to add one 

The green inside can be replaced with fire or water for surprise, of course, you can also 

change to other ones but haven't tried it 

Some recommendations add tags: 

Clouds colorful ink cloud,  

Oriental Chinese mythological architecture, (DDIM available) 

Chinese costume and hidden hands 

(((full body but Arms in sleeves))), ((Red traditional Chinese ethnic gown)) 

Zombie Girl: 

(((little girl, solo, Jiangshi girl, Chinese vampire, canines,1girl,delicate beautiful face, 

Chinese Charms on the forehead ))) 

 

nsfw, text font ui, error, blurred, bad shadow, JPEG artifacts, signature, 3D, 3D 

game, 3D game scene, 3D character, duplicate, blurry, strong girl, obesity, worst 

quality, low quality, normal quality, black-white, lowers, cropped, watermark, 

username, QR code, bar code, censored, mosaic, excrement, faeces, shit 
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Cumbersome floating  

"In the crimson dream, I met the ink-haired girl unexpectedly."  

 

     tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

{{{Ukiyo-

e_style}}},{{flat_style}},{simple_colors},{{{masterpiece}}}, {katsushika_hokusai},long_h

air,hair_flower,{{black_hair}},red_eyes,red_sky,{chinoiserie},{{{best_quality}}},kimono,{

{ultra-

detailed}},{illustration},Maple_leaves_flying,{{1girl}},{{{solo}}},{{an_extremely_delicat

e_and_beautiful}},blank_stare,close_to_viewer,{breeze},{Flying_splashes},{Flying_pet

als},wind,{Gorgeous and rich graphics} 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"It's kind of looking forward to me." (Board) 

"It's like being painted on a plank." (Tonight) 

 

 

 

 

multiple breasts, No characters，(mutated hands and fingers:1.5 ), (long 

body :1.3), (mutation, poorly drawn :1.2) , black-white, bad anatomy, liquid body, 

liquid tongue, disfigured, malformed, mutated, anatomical nonsense, text font ui, 

error, malformed hands, long neck, blurred, lowers, lowres, bad anatomy, bad 

proportions, bad shadow, uncoordinated body, unnatural body, fused breasts, bad 

breasts, huge breasts, poorly drawn breasts, extra breasts, liquid breasts, heavy 

breasts, missing breasts, huge haunch, huge thighs, huge calf, bad hands, fused 

hand, missing hand, disappearing arms, disappearing thigh, disappearing calf, 

disappearing legs, fused ears, bad ears, poorly drawn ears, extra ears, liquid ears, 

heavy ears, missing ears, fused animal ears, bad animal ears, poorly drawn animal 

ears, extra animal ears, liquid animal ears, heavy animal ears, missing animal ears, 

text, ui, error, missing fingers, missing limb, fused fingers, one hand with more 

than 5 fingers, one hand with less than 5 fingers, one hand with more than 5 digit, 

one hand with less than 5 digit, extra digit, fewer digits, fused digit, missing digit, 

bad digit, liquid digit, colorful tongue, black tongue, cropped, watermark, 

username 

Steps:50 

Scale:4-12  

Ddim 

768*512 
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Glazing method 

"It's Kandinsky, I added Kandinsky! (Changing the eye color will change the whole 

picture, you need to readjust the sampler)" 

 

 tag： 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

“rua！ This unique color is great. (Wheat) 

"It's like glass painting in a Catholic church." (Tonight) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

profile picture, an extremely delicate and beautiful girl, kandinsky, best quality, 

illustration, beautiful detailed eyes, 1girl, rose red eyes, upper body 

lowres,bad anatomy,bad hands, text, error, missing fingers,extra digit, fewer digits, 

cropped, worstquality, low quality, normal quality,jpegartifacts,signature, 

watermark, username,blurry,bad feet 

Steps:27 (uncertain) CFG: scale:15 (uncertain) 
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Semi-thick coating 

" Isn't AI drawing more fun than card draws? ”  

 

 day: 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Thick coating is simply a word that can make people PTSD for a half-hammer who 

fishes all day and does not paint chess pieces well, but who can deny the warm visual 

feeling brought by the roughness of the paint particles on the thick painting wind 

canvas, if the thin coating is a fruit plate composed of pieces of crystal clear fruit, then a 

good thick coating is a large spoonful of dense and long sweet cream, with endless 

aftertaste." (Qiyao) 

"It's more like a key to the unknown than a complete work. My round! Draw cards! 

(Board) 

"The feeling of combining oil painting and thick painting, SFG is to feel low, it's 

great." (Snow) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(((extremely detailed))) ((masterpiece)), (((best quality))), ((ultra-

detailed)), ((illustration)), ((disheveled hair)) 

，(((colourful)))，solo，1girl，breeze，cinematic lighting,vest，((fasle impasto paintings)), 

gradient eyes，beautifully detailed sky，watercolour，Ambient light 

No negatives! Let's draw cards! 

steps：40 scale：3-4，sampling：ddim 
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Classical iconography 

" Isn't AI drawing more fun than card draws? ”  

 

 tag： 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Thick coating is simply a word that can make people PTSD for a half-hammer who 

fishes all day and does not paint chess pieces well, but who can deny the warm visual 

feeling brought by the roughness of the paint particles on the thick painting wind 

canvas, if the thin coating is a fruit plate composed of pieces of crystal clear fruit, then a 

good thick coating is a large spoonful of dense and long sweet cream, with endless 

aftertaste."  

"It's more like a key to the unknown than a complete work. My round! Draw cards! 

(Board) 

"The feeling of combining oil painting and thick painting, SFG is to feel low, it's 

great." (Snow) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(((extremely detailed)))((masterpiece)), (((best quality))), ((ultra-

detailed)), ((illustration)), ((disheveled hair)) 

，(((colourful)))，solo，1girl，breeze，cinematic lighting,vest，((fasle impasto 

paintings)), gradient eyes，beautifully detailed sky，watercolour，Ambient light 

No negatives! Let's draw cards! 

 

steps：40 scale：3-4，sampling：ddim 
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Classical iconography 

Yao-Yin: Don't try to break the fourth wall. Don't run out of the frame! ” 

 

 

 tag： 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

“rua..... Yes... I felt like I was back in church to see art. (Wheat) 

"It's so artistic, and I feel like the characters in the painting are alive." (Wind Mage 

of Alzheimer's) 

"Kind and majestic~" (principal) 

 

 

 

Avenue to Lite: 

classicism, masterpiece, best quality, character description, portrait, picture frame 

 

Heavy oil painting plate: 

((oil painting)), ((masterpiece)), ((best quality)), ((ultra-detailed)), (illustration), ((impasto)), 

highres, (beautiful detailed), classicism, Rembrandt lighting, brown background, detailed 

face, 人物描述, sitting on the chair, (portrait), picture frame 

 

Spell analysis: Classicism is the soul of the spell, portrait and picture frame are to prevent 

the character from stepping out of the frame, to the simplified version of the portrait is 

more two-dimensional. Protrait may be replaced with busts as appropriate 

 

lowres, bad anatomy, error, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, 

signature, watermark, username, blurry, bad feet, artist name, blurred, poorly 

drawn face, extra fingers, missing fingers, fused fingers, abnormal fingers, fused 

hands, ugly 

Steps: 20, Sampler: Euler a, CFG doesn't matter, 512*768 and other portrait sizes 
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Running group method 

“ rua! The goal is to combine Japanese painting style with Western fantasy oil 

painting, so I will not say that my main purpose is to run the DND group to engage 

in character design and world hhhhhh  

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

(highly detailed), ((masterpiece)),(Impasto), intricate, church painting,(((1 girl))) , 

painting frame, fantasy ,delicate grassland,sorceress,shepherd long white hair,red 

dragon eye,white dress ,(pretty face),beautiful detailed face,extremely delicate and 

beautiful girls,alps,evergreen coniferous forest ,clear sky ,wind ,beautiful 

sky ,cumulus 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Very delicate painting style, Western-style fantasy green mixed with a touch of 

Japanese playfulness. Probably the seduction judgment on me was a great success. 

(Board) 

"Less nonsense, shoot first." (Tonight) 

“.rd20！” (Principal) 

"Agile exemption failures are subject to 8d6: Kindness.. 48 fire damage, only half of 

the success is taken. Ah accidentally TPK provoked rua.." (wheat) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text,error, missing fingers,extra digits,fewer 

digits,cropped, worth quality ,low quality, normal quality, jpeg 

artifacts,signature,watermark, username, blurry, bad feet, realistic,3d,(large 

breast),blush,long neck,bad arms, lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text,error, 

missing fingers,extra digits,fewer digits,cropped, worth quality ,low quality,normal 

quality, jpeg artifacts,signature,watermark, username, blurry, bad feet, 

realistic,3d,(large breast),blush,long neck,multiple people,animals,missing 

legs,huge person 

Steps: 42, Sampler: DDIM, CFG scale: 7, , Size: 896x704, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, Clip 

skip: 2 
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Space Rabbit 

"Space blue, illustration style."  

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

((masterpiece)), (((best quality))), ((ultra-detailed)), ((illustration)), 1girl,,aqua theme,black 

hair,blinking,blue jacket,book,bookshelf,closed mouth,color edtips,constel lation,flat 

color,holding,holding wand,jacket,looking up,lying,malefocus,multicolored hair,noline 

art,orange hair,orbital path,planet,shirt,short hair,sitting,solo,space,spacestation,spacecraft 

interior,starwand,stuffedanima,stuffed bunny,stuffed toy,tele 

scope,utaite(singer),wand1,whitefootwear,whiteshirt 

nsfw, owres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, missing fingers, extra digit, fewer digits, cr

opped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, watermark, userna

me, blurry,missing fingers,bad hands,missing arms, long neck, Humpbacked 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"This blue hue is very harmonious! The graphics are great! ”（antwominy） 

"What is love at first sight" (Lonely Null) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step30  Scale5.5 
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Portrait ink method 

"You can try any style of ink and posture. ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

(((((full body))))), (((((best detailed girl))))), (((1girl))), ((((black hair)))), (solo), 

((extremely detailed)), ((detailed face)), ((((ink painting)))), illustration, ((Chinese ink 

painting)), (((masterpiece))), (((best quality))), ((((Ink dyeing)))), (((Watercolor))), 

((Chinese Brush Painting)), (((extremely delicate and beautiful girls)))), ultra-

detailed, (((beautiful detailed eyes))), (cheongsam), (Chinese style),((red ink)), 

smile, ink background, long hair,  beautiful detailed eyes, beautiful detailed hair, 

petals, (((soaked))),  ((((floating hair)))) ,(((The character is in the center of the 

frame))),(((flowing))) 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Whoever stirs up the dust is actually a cyber-hard-hearted person." (Tonight) 

"Splashing the flowers and washing inkstones, but painting the shadows and dust." 

(Principal)   

"I can only say that I am a good duck without cultural papermaking!" (A person 

who is embarrassed to sign) 

 

 

 

 

 

Broken ink residue 

Thank you for liking. ” 

Inverted mountain, low-

quality, flowers, grass, distorted mountain, distorted light, low-quality light, low-

quality mountain, low-quality illustration, low-quality background, 

nsfw, owres, bad anatomy,(((ugly))),(((duplicate))),((morbid)),((mutilated)),(((tranny))

),mutated hands,(((poorly drawn hands))),blurry,((bad anatomy)),(((bad 

proportions))),extra limbs, cloned face,(((disfigured))),(((more than 2 

nipples))),((((missing arms)))),(((extra legs))),mutated hands,(((((fused 

fingers))))),(((((too many fingers))))),(((unclear eyes))),lowers, bad anatomy, bad 

hands,text,error, missing fingers, extra digit, fewer digits, cropped, worst quality, 

low quality, normal quality,jpeg artifacts, signature, watermark, username, blurry, 

bad feet, text font ui,malformed hands, long neck, missing limb,(mutated hand 

and finger: 1.5),(long body: 1.3),(mutation poorly drawn: 1.2), disfigured, 

malformed mutated, multiple breasts, futa, yaoi 

Steps: 30, Sampler: Euler a, CFG scale: 7, Size: 512x1024, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, 

Clip skip: 2, ENSD: 31337 
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 tag： 
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dramatic angle,(fluttered detailed ink splashs), (illustration),(((1 girl))),(long 

hair),(rain:0.6),(expressionless ,hair ornament:1.4),there is an ancient palace beside 

the girl,chinese clothes,(focus on), color Ink wash painting,(ink splashing),color 

splashing,((colorful)),[sketch], Masterpiece,best quality, beautifully painted,highly 

detailed,(denoising:0.7),[splash ink],yin yang 

Cyan water: 

dramatic angle,(fluttered detailed ink splashs), (illustration),(((1 girl))),(long 

hair),(expressionless ,hair ornament:1.4),chinese clothes,night sky,(the girl is by the 

waterfall),color Ink wash painting,(ink splashing),(Huaqing splashing),(colorful),[sketch], 

Masterpiece,best quality, beautifully painted,highly detailed,(denoising:0.7),[splash ink],yin 

yang,((focus on the girl)),middle finger 

Carmine: 

dramatic angle,(fluttered detailed ink splashs), (illustration),(((1 girl))),(long 

hair),(rain:0.6),((expressionless ,Carmine hair ornament:1.4)),(There is a palace far away from 

the girl),chinese clothes,((focus on the girl)), color Ink wash painting,(ink splashing),(Huaqing 

splashing),((colorful)),[sketch], Masterpiece,best quality, beautifully painted,highly 

detailed,(denoising:0.7),[splash ink],yin yang 

Color: 

dramatic angle,(fluttered detailed color splashs), (illustration),(((1 girl))),(long 

hair),(rain:0.9),(hair ornament:1.4),there is an ancient palace beside the girl,chinese 

clothes,(focus on), color Ink wash painting,(color splashing),colorful 

splashing,(((colorful))),(sketch:0.8), Masterpiece,best quality, beautifully 

painted,highly detailed,(denoising:0.6),[splash ink],((ink refraction)), (beautiful 

detailed sky),moon,highly,detaild,(masterpiece, best quality, extremely detailed CG 

unity 8k wallpaper,masterpiece, best quality, ultra-detailed),(Lycoris radiata) 

Can be joined (female focus on, lens 135mm f1.8) (said to have the principle of a camera) 

Middle finger is said to reduce the state of hand collapse, after all, a glove in ancient China is 

a bit strange 

If you are really tired of watching it, you can also remove yin yang (directly change the style 

of painting (it is not recommended to remove)) 

generally 

Huaqing 

Garcinia gamboge 

Ochre ochre 

Carmine 

and other chinoiserie elements can be recognized. 

ink splashing 

ink wash painting color ink wash painting 

Sketch (more linear) 

Splash ink painting (splash ink painting is not recognized, but splash ink can) Splash ink 

The larger the pixel, the more detail the drawing will be, but in general, if you force the focus 

on the girl, or if a specific character does not produce large objects (dragons, ancient 

buildings, cataracts, etc.). 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"I smell a hint of rolls." (Tonight) 

"Stepping on the pavilion, touching the window, bitter and bitter regret the 

absurdity of the old days. Li Yun's hair, unloading flowers and yellow, and the horses 

and soldiers are drunk and hesitant in the Ming Dynasty. (Principal) 

 

     

nsfw,bad anatomy,bad hands,text,error,missing fingers,extra digit,fewer 

digits,cropped,worst quality,low quality,normal quality,jpeg 

artifacts,signature,watermark,username,blurry,bad 

feet,ugly,duplicate,trannsexual,hermaphrodite,out of frame,extra fingers,mutated 

hands,mutation,deformed,blurry,bad anatomy,bad proportions,cloned 

face,disfigured,more than 2 nipples,out of frame,ugly,extra limbs,bad 

anatomy,gross,worst quality,low quality,normal 

quality,signature,watermark,username,blurry,proportions,malformed limbs,missing 

arms,missing legs,extra arms,extra legs,long neck,no girl,very long hair,more than 

one person 

CGF 10 DPM2 a Karras Step40 

.ckpt is the animefull-final-pruned (hash value 925997e9) 

Even the ability to change the model (Model hash: e6e8e1fc) works well 

 

Or you can give AI more degrees of freedom such as CGF 5.5 

Degrees of freedom are also related to Samplings Steps 

PLMS in some cases (better used when the colors are bells and whistles) effectively deal with 

the situation that the Chinese style ink painting is too scattered, too messy when the degree 

of freedom is high, and the state of the ink style is not formed have been improved to a 

certain extent 
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Pixelography 

Pixels seem to work well for multiplayer, although it reduces stability. Try changing 

1girl to multiple girls. ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

((pixel art)),masterpiece, best quality, cinematic lighting,soft 

lighting,(1girl :1.3),morning,red eyes,beautiful white 

hair,(TechWear :1.1),transparent raincoatblack gloves,Black coat,(with red 

ornaments:1.05),(with blue ornaments:1.03),looking to the side,flat 

chest,raining,beautiful detailed water,beautiful detailed sky,ruins 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Oooh oh! I love the pixel art! It looks like a rua in the game! (Wheat) 

"Loading the world..." (passing by unnamed board) 

"I miss those pixel games a lot when I see this!" (Yin and Yang) 

"The Wind Mage of Alzheimer's tried to swim in magma." (Wind Mage of 

Alzheimer's) 

"The principal of a driving school tried to go crazy in the code~" (principal) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

nsfw,lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, missing fingers, extra digit, fewer 

digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, 

watermark, username, blurry,Missing limbs,three arms,owres, bad anatomy, bad 

hands, text,error, missing fngers,extra digt ,fewer digits,cropped, wort quality ,low 

quality,normal quality, jpeg artifacts,signature,watermark, username, blurry, bad 

feet,text font ui,signature,blurry,text font ui,malformed hands,long 

neck,limb,Sleeveles,bad anatomy disfigured malformed mutated,(mutated hands 

and fingers :1.5).(long body :1.3),(mutation ,poorly drawn :1.2), bad anatomy 

disfiguredmalformed mutated,multiple breasts,futa,yaoi,three legs 

Steps: 50, Sampler: Euler, CFG scale: 7, Size: 1280x832, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, Clip 

skip: 2 
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Design 

Back to basics. ” 

 

     tag： 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

编者注： 

“...呜呜呜写作业时候画三视图的 ptsd 要犯了 rua” （麦子） 

“有没有可能，AI 绘画最开始就是为了画工图而生的呢...返璞归真啦。”（广夏沫) 

“您...算了，祝您工作愉快。”（今宵） 

“今天画工图画的绝望啦！来个 AI 帮一下！”（阴阳） 

“小提示，这个可以画高达，特别棒！”（雪） 

 

 

 

(solo), 

CAD, 

blueprint, 

Engineering line drawings, 

Line diagram, 

2D, 

(overexposure), 

(((masterpiece))), 

((extremely detailed:1.114514)), 

Hdr 

nsfw, lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text error, missing fingers, extra digits, 

fewer digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, standard quality, peg artifacts, 

signature, watermark, username, blurry 

Steps: 50, Sampler: Euler a, CFG scale: 12 
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World Culture 

"There's DLC later! ” 

 

 

 

 

 

 tag： 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

Chinese murals: 

(((best quality)))，((Dunhuang frescoes))，(Only murals ),chinece_ancient ，macro shot，

longsleeve，(tradictional_chinese_painting), Shadow Play，Old Animation，three-

dimensional，temple，（traditional Chinese painting），cloud，Painted on a rock wall，

mural，cave，Characters step on the cloud，Tang painting，Rich rhyme，Buddhism，

comic，chinese characters 

Egyptian murals: 

(((ancient egyptian mural))),story，Pharaoh 

Church frescoes: 

(((best quality)))，((fresco)), Christianity，dome，angel，（The Creation of Adam） 

Street Graffiti: 

(((best quality)))，((fresco)), street mural，(character  graffiti )，(Colourful), Cyberpunk 

Paper cut window flowers: 

((art of paper-cut))，china ，Red and white，PAPER-CUT，calligraphy，man and wife，

(Flower, bird, insect and fish) 

Stained glass: 

｛Glass painting｝，（stained glass），God Light，colorful ，story，1girl 

Coins: 

Gold coin<>或 silver coin<>,｛Relief craft｝，Stereoscopic feeling，Grey background 

 

Chinese murals: negative universal 

Egyptian mural: Redundant limb 

Church frescoes: negative universal 

Street graffiti: negative generic 

Paper cut window flowers: negative universal 

Stained glass: negative universal 

Minting: No negatives 
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Editor's Note: 

"Minting!" (Board) 

"Egyptian murals are so new." （antwominy） 

"Egyptian frescoes are eternal gods." (Wind Mage of Alzheimer's) 

"They're playing something very new!" (Principal) 

"May there never be blisters on your hands———" (Old Qin tonight) 

"Jasmine, but the age of atomic energy." (Seven Yao in a hexagonal grid) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chinese mural: steps:/ scale:/ sampling:ddim 

Egyptian murals: steps:/scale:12 sampling:ddim 

Church fresco: steps:/scale:4-10 sampling:ddim 

Street graffiti: steps:/scale:6-8 sampling:ddim 

Cut-out window flowers: steps:/scale:/sampling: euler_a or ddim 

Stained glass: steps:/scale:12 sampling:ddim 

铸币：    steps/      scale：12     sampling：e_a 
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Elemental Magic Catalog - II - Object Chapter 

This chapter includes especially works that focus on depicting landscapes or inhuman 

things. Some works that use landscapes or non-human objects as auxiliary elements of the 

figure are excluded. 

 

Soul method 

" This kind of soul mecha looks very strong, okay? ” 

 

     tag： 

 

(((masterpiece))), (((best quality))), ((ultra-detailed)), (illustration), ((an extremely 

delicate and beautiful)),dynamic angle,floating,(painting),(black 

Armor),mecha,(((evil paws))),rainy days,burning 

palace,(horrible),((solo)),(Chain),((howling)),bloody,full body,((1man)),fire 

ring,fog,((look up)),Cloak,(two arms) 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Rainstorm, fire, mech, dragon! Perfect poke into my good ball area. (Guang Xia 

Mo) 

"It's a big robot!!!" (Tonight) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

lowres,bad anatomy,bad hands,text,error,missing fingers,extra digit,fewer digits,cro

pped,worst quality,low quality,normal quality,jpeg artifacts,signature,watermark,us

ername,blurry,bad feet,ugly,duplicate,trannsexual,hermaphrodite,poorly drawn ha

nds,poorly drawn face,mutation,deformed,blurry,bad anatomy,bad proportions,ext

ra limbs,cloned face,disfigured,more than 2 nipples,out of frame,ugly,extra limbs,b

ad anatomy,gross,worst quality,low quality,normal quality,signature,watermark,use

rname,blurry,proportions,malformed limbs,missing arms,missing legs,extra arms,e

xtra legs,mutated hands,fused fingers,too many fingers,long neck 

Steps: 45, Sampler: Euler a, CFG scale: 7, Size: 1280x960, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, 

Eta: 0.68, Clip skip: 2, ENSD: 31337 
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The Lost Sea 

"RUA, actually, because I love ghost ships, pirate ships! It's that kind of sailboat! ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

extremely detailed 8k wallpaper,(highly detailed:1.1), ((masterpiece:1.1)),[anime:Impasto:0.5], 

intricate , fantasy,(1ship),(ocean:1.2),[golden boat:golden boat with (green fire:1.2):0.1], clear 

sky ,wind ,beautiful sky,(nightsky),(galaxy), (huge blood moon in the background:1.05) 

 

↑ The step-by-step method used here spawns the ship, and then generates the green fire 

that surrounds the ship 

 

lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text,error, missing fingers,extra digits,fewer 

digits,cropped, worth quality ,low quality, normal quality, jpeg 

artifacts,signature,watermark, username, blurry, bad feet, realistic,3d,(large 

breast),blush,long neck,bad arms,bad face,realistic,3d,mature,mutiple ship,more 

than 1ship 
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Editor's Note: 

"Got on the wheat thief ship." (Board) 

"Are you ready kids—" (Principal)  

"Yes Captain! ——"(Board) 

“wu—— 

(Tactical chant-) 

It's the flying Dutch! (Tonight) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steps: 150, Sampler: DDIM, CFG scale: 5, Size: 1024x576, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, 

Clip skip: 2 
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Deep-sea megaphobia 

" It is recommended to fight with the mech downstairs."  

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Cute dripping." (School) 

"emmm......"(antwominy) 

((best quality)), ((masterpiece)), ((ultra-detailed)),(illustration),(oil paint),It was 

raining hard at night,(thalassophobia),(Huge eyes),Only his head was above the 

water,(Monster),(Phobia of giant objects),(heavy fog),from 

below,(ship),searchlight,You can't see the whole picture 

lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, missing fingers, extra digit, fewer 

digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, 

watermark, username, blurry 

Steps: 45, Sampler: Euler a, CFG scale: 4.5 
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"If such a monster comes up to you and says: Hug!" (Tonight) 

"This friend, I hope to take a moment of your time to introduce you to our great 

Heavenly Father and Savior. JPG, ahem, is there any essential difference between 

fear of the unknown and fear of the sea, and the various image sea monsters are 

not the spokesmen of the elusive nature in our hearts. (Seven Yao) 
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Radish method 

"Now that it has stabilized, you can customize the final perspective and 

environment to get different renderings. ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

Foundation: 

((best quality)), ((masterpiece)), ((ultra-detailed))，(oil paint), 

Body: 

power armor,(epic),(steam),Only the upper body and head can be seen, (A 

magnificent scene),knight,shock,Warlord,war machine,Titan,in ruins,Jesus 

Light,grey sky,(illustration), (detailed light),night,rainy,from side, from below 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

“For the Emperor.”  

"Oooo (Just finished playing Tonight of Titanfall 2) 

"Agreement three - protect the iron harness." (Board) 

"Trust me, Cooper!" (Principal) 

"Don't pull out my batteries." (Half of the life is summer hemorrhoidal wheat to 

winter). 

"Dilapidated but with a solemn beauty." (Yin and Yang) 

"Compared to the space opera-style industrial style or gothic style (say you, 

Warhammer 40K), it has a feeling of steam giant, with a natural, unique sense of riveted 

steel and rust history, and under the dark sky stands a mottled but not shaky giant, 

which is not so much a simple 'machine' as it has been endowed with an emotional 

conflict and performance." (Qiyao) 

    

 

 

Backlight，missing legs，lowres,bad anatomy,bad hands, text, error, missing 

fingers,extra digit, fewer digits, cropped, worstquality, low quality, normal 

quality,jpegartifacts,signature, watermark, 

username,blurry,badfeet,nsfw, owres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, missing 

fingers, extra digit, fewer digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality,

 jpeg artifacts, signature, watermark, username, blurry, missing fingers,  bad hands

, missing arms, long neck, Humpbacked, shadow, nude，missing head,mutiple 

legs,Impersonal,full body 

step30 Sampler DDIM cfg 7 
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Spirit Armor Method 

 It's impossible to get a beautiful girl, and you can't get a pretty girl. ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

masterpiece, best quality,ultra-detailed, Knight in Armor, Metal,extremely detailed 

HD wallpaper,realism, fluorescent，

8k,colorful background,cool movement,insanity, dynamic composition, motion, 

ultra - detailed,Cloak,incredibly detailed, a lot of details, amazing fine details and 

brush strokes, smooth, hd semirealistic anime cg concept art digital 

painting,volume,an extremely delicate and beautiful,dynamic 

angle,floating,painting,solo,full body,1man,look up,Cloak,dark souls,two arms 

text,lowres,bad anatomy,bad hands,error,missing fingers,extra digit,fewer digits,cro

pped,worst quality,low quality,normal quality,jpeg artifacts,signature,watermark,us

ername,blurry,bad feet,ugly,duplicate,trannsexual,hermaphrodite,poorly drawn ha

nds,poorly drawn face,mutation,deformed,blurry,bad anatomy,bad proportions,ext

ra limbs,cloned face,disfigured,more than 2 nipples,out of frame,ugly,extra limbs,b

ad anatomy,gross,worst quality,low quality,normal quality,signature,watermark,use

rname,blurry,proportions,malformed limbs,missing arms,missing legs,extra arms,e

xtra legs,mutated hands,fused fingers,too many fingers,long neck 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Ever considered applying for Warframe?" (Tonight) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

Steps：45   CFG: scale:13 
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Star Wars 2.0 

" With the revision of 1.0, the ship has become reasonable and handsome, but the 

quantity is less, and the shipment rate is stable (in fact, I personally prefer 1.0). ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

((masterpiece)), (best quality:1.2), ((ultra-detailed)), ((illustration)),(depth) of 

(field), extremely detailed CG,(8k_wallpaper),(space:1.3),destroy,(spaceship:1.4),(wa

r:1.5),(machinery),metal,(fire),(wreckage of 

spaceship:1.3),(buring),blast,insightful,deep meaning,space 

war,((laser)),meteor,(cannon),lost technology,fire weapon,dark theme,high quality 

spaceship,huge_filesize, spaceship fight,high quality blast,spacestation 

low-quality,low-quality illustration, low-

quality background, lowres, bad anatomy,text, error,extra digit, fewer digits, cropp

ed, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, watermark, 

username 
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Editor's Note: 

"Let's have a space opera!" (Yin and Yang) 

"May the Force be with you." (Tonight) 

"The romance of exploring space!" (Snow) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steps: 50, Sampler: Euler a, CFG scale: 5.5, Size: 1024x512, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, 

Eta: 0.68, Clip skip: 2, ENSD: 31337 
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Superstar Law 

" Super big star, super big moon. ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

cola exists, planetarium, sky, fantasy, {{{giant Jupiter}}}, blue, {{{huge 

Jupiter}}},{{{masterpiece}}}, {{the best quality, super fine illustrations, beautiful and 

delicate water}}, {{very delicate light}}, starfall, clean sky, night sky, night, depth of 

field,{{{Two moons}}}, Giants, Megaphobia, {{extremely detailed CG unity 8k 

wallpaper}}, {ultra-detailed}, {extremely delicate and beautiful} 

Inverted mountain, low-quality,low-quality illustration, low-quality background, 

lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, extra digit, fewer digits, cropped, 

worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, watermark, 

username, blurry,Missing limbs,three arms, bad feet,text font 

ui,signature,blurry,text font ui,malformed hands,long neck,limb,Sleeveles,bad 

anatomy disfigured malformed mutated,(mutated hands and fingers :1.5).(long 

body :1.3),(mutation ,poorly drawn :1.2), bad anatomy, disfigured, malformed, 

mutated 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"The huge proportions of celestial bodies and the visual impact of their appearance 

on the horizon always make people unconsciously re-examine the world with the 

mentality of an ethereal creature in the universe. Speaking of which, this sphere feels 

more like a suspended near-Earth object like the Voyager Great White Ball than the 

satellites in orbit, and is more coercive. (Seven Yao) 

"Earth Explosion Star!" (Principal) 

"Rua~ a bag of rice has to resist several floors!" (Wheat) 

"Given the density of your planet and the radius of its moons, find the gravitational 

magnitude of the interaction between the two stars" (tonight) 

"What about the Roshi limit? Save it. (Half a life is summer hemorrhoids to winter). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steps: 50, Sampler: Euler, CFG scale: 7.5, Size: 1024x512, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, 

Clip skip: 2, ENSD: 31337 
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Black hole method 

Black holes, but black holes with a little bit of over-richness. ” 

 

 tag： 

 

(Very detailed CG unified 8k wallpaper),(masterpiece),(best quality), (Super 

detailed details), (best illustration), (extremely delicate and beautiful),(dynamic 

angle),(glow), classics,Realistic,((very delicate light)),((nature)),solo,(((Black hole))), 

((Kagantua black hole)),astronomy,(bright and fine Black-Hole Accretion 

Disk:1.4),(黑洞视界:1.2), bright and fine (bipolar jet:1.3),((prospect)),(Schwarzschild 

radius:1.2),chandrasekhar limit 

 

Kagantua black hole is the main tag, the others are secondary core tags, seemingly 

redundant but not less, "black hole horizon" after changing to English with a high 

probability of not being recognized, mysterious 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

“？” (Wheat) 

"Okay..." (Yin and Yang) 

"Damn, why don't you put a more handsome picture." (Half of the life is summer 

hemorrhoidal wheat to winter). 

"Let me see that little cutie crossed the limit of Chandrasekhar." (Tonight) 

"Cross-domain Roshi limit, just to meet you." (Board) 

"This is the first time you have landed on a black hole and planted a flag?" 

(anonymous). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Low quality mapping, low quality cg, asymmetric bipolar jet, low detail, character 

features,Text watermark 

Sampling Steps：60，cfg7，960×768，Model hash: e6e8e1fc，Eta: 0.68, Clip skip: 

2, ENSD: 31337 
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开席术 

" Hungry."  

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

masterpiece,best quality,Top view，Close-up shots，Colorful deliciousness，

Multiple dishes，Fresh style，cake，pink violet，cream，(golden 

rose),cacao,ice_cream,candle，[Matcha]，streamers，High detail，Delicacies，

Stage lighting，(Shining tablecloth)，Plates and forks，seasoning，State banquet 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Opening the Table—" (Antwominy) 

"I'll take a hundred dollars with me first." (Wind Mage of Alzheimer's) 

"Everyone has walked by and paid for a share ~ Today is a good day for banban 

marriage!" (Principal) 

"Who is Itaba marrying?!" (Yin and Yang) 

"I... Let's not take a bite too much. (Tonight) 

"I, I want to marry a good man!" (Plate has been confirmed to be a pretender). 

"Be careful with everything upstairs" (Zhen· Plate) 

"Hiccup~" (snow) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Low quality，middle_quality,Cluttered placement，watermark，signature，low 

detail,ugly_food,Distorted picture，Misplaced picture，Incomplete，Densely 

packed，error，duplicate，mutation，Vague vistas，Low image ，poorly drawn，

mutilated piece，Food that has been eaten 

Steps: 55, Sampler: DDIM, CFG scale: 7, Size: 832x832, Model hash: 925997e9, Clip 

skip:2 
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Coat of arms law 

Why are they all round? ”  

It is recommended to make magic changes according to the effect you want. 

 

 tag： 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"If I had known this spell when I was a kid I could have written a book of Middle-

earth." (Tonight) 

"Isn't there still an inverted triangle (" (board) 

 

 

 

 

((LOGO:1.114514))， 

(solo), 

(badge), 

Graphic design, 

Minimalism, 

Gestalt, 

((visual impact)), 

(overexposure),  

(((masterpiece))), 

((extremely detailed:1.114514))， 

colorful, 

Hdr 

nsfw, lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text error, missing fingers, extra digits, 

fewer digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, standard quality, peg artifacts, 

signature, watermark, username, blurry 

Steps: 40, Sampler: Euler a, CFG scale: 4.5 
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Building block method 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"There's no one who doesn't like to play with blocks!" (Principal) 

(Plastic building blocks), Grey background, Stereoscopic feeling, desired urban buildings or 

animals 

 

lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, missing fingers, extra digit, fewer 

digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, 

watermark, username, blurry, bad feet 

随意 
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"I also loved to play with blocks when I was a kid, until a piece of Lego fell to the 

ground." (Tonight) 

"What kind of block city guard is upstairs?" (Board) 

"Rich in the beauty of graphics and spatial art, as if the next second it will rotate 

and bring about countless changes with optical illusions." (Qiyao) 
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Fine Art Scene Method 

"Rua! Actually, I used this to create the DND scene, but it was surprisingly super 

easy to use, and this set of tags can generate a great scene by changing the scene 

description below.  ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

(highly detailed), ((masterpiece)),(Impasto), intricate, digital 

painting,shadow ,landscapes , fantasy,delicate 

grassland,(piers:1.3),(lake:1.3),(villiage:1.2),lights,clear sky ,wind ,beautiful 

sky ,cumulus ,(night star) 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"It's a lot of scary details, but it doesn't create the feeling that it looks messy at first 

glance. Buildings and landscapes are scattered across the land, with towering buildings 

and calm lakes and clouds and the sea flying in the distance. (Board) 

"It's an epic feeling!" (Yin and Yang) 

"Epic magnificence." (Guangxia Mo) 

"The blend of forest and snow-capped mountains is very poking!" (Principal) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text,error, missing fingers,extra digits,fewer 

digits,cropped, worth quality ,low quality, normal quality, jpeg 

artifacts,signature,watermark, username, blurry, bad feet, realistic,3d,(large 

breast),blush,long neck,bad arms,distorted face,bad face 

Steps: 30, Sampler: DDIM, CFG scale: 4, Size: 1024x768, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, Clip 

skip: 2 
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Water mirror method 

"Simple and easy to use. You can replace the cloud with another object, and you 

can make the water mirror reflect other objects. Compatibility with most landscapes 

is acceptable, but not compatible with human bodies. The compatibility with the 

banner is excellent, and the effect of elongating the banner is excellent. ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

(best illumination, best shadow, an extremely delicate and beautiful), ((only 

water)), Clear and turquoise sky, Water as smooth as a mirror, petal, There are 

clouds where water and sky connect, (Colorful clouds), depth of field, beautiful 

detailed sky, Cyan sky, beautiful detailed cloud, beautiful detailed water, reflection 

pool, (((extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper, masterpiece, best quality, ultra-

detailed))), dynamic angle, floating, finely detail, (bloom), (shine), glinting stars, 

feather,nature,(sunlight), fairyland 

{{{ugly}}},{{{duplicate}}},{{morbid}},{{mutilated}},{{{tranny}}},mutated hands,{{{poorly 

drawn hands}}},blurry,{{bad anatomy}},{{{bad proportions}}},extra limbs,cloned 

face,{{{disfigured}}},{{{more than 2 nipples}}},{{{{missing arms}}}},{{{extra 

legs}}},mutated hands,{{{{{fused fingers}}}}},{{{{{too many fingers}}}}},{{{unclear 

eyes}}},lowers,bad anatomy,bad hands,text,error,missing fingers,extra digit,fewer 

digits,cropped,worst quality,low quality,normal quality,jpeg 

artifacts,signature,watermark,username,blurry,bad feet,{{{{{monotone}}}}}, 

{{{Palaces, ruins, thrones}}} 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"The light and shadow are scorching, and the floating light is fully visible." (Half of 

the life is summer hemorrhoidal wheat to winter). 

"It is superfluous to say anything in the face of pure beauty." (Recalling the seven 

days of the online experience in Bolivia and Santa Blanca (referring to Ghost Action)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steps: 50, Sampler: Euler a, CFG scale: 6.5, Size: 1024x512, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, 

Clip skip: 2, ENSD: 31337 
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Steps to Heaven 

"There are nuances to the tag out of the people and out of the scenery. ” 

 

 tag： 
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 Negtag： 

the characters: 

(((There are Suspended staircase above the sky))), (((only suspended staircase))), 

(((Clouds surround the white suspended staircase))), The suspended staircase are 

snow-white, There are only suspended staircase in the sky, White feathers 

fluttered around the suspended staircase, (((Heaven, beautiful detailed 

sky))),  beautiful detailed cumulonimbus, (((extremely detailed CG unity 8k 

wallpaper, masterpiece, best quality, ultra-detailed))), (best illumination, best 

shadow, an extremely delicate and beautiful), dynamic angle, floating, finely detail, 

(bloom), (shine), glinting stars, feather,nature,(sunlight), fairyland, extremely 

delicate and beautiful girls, full body, Cloud gap light 

 

Scenery: 

(((There are suspended staircase above the sky))), (((only suspended staircase))), 

(((Clouds surround the white suspended staircase))), The suspended staircase are 

snow-white, There are only suspended staircase in the sky, White feathers, (((White 

feathers fluttered around the suspended staircase))), (((Heaven))), ((Cloud gap 

light)), beautiful detailed sky,  beautiful detailed cumulonimbus, (((extremely 

detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper, masterpiece, best quality, ultra-detailed))), (best 

illumination, best shadow, an extremely delicate and beautiful), dynamic angle, 

floating, finely detail, (bloom), (shine), glinting stars, feather,nature,(sunlight), 

fairyland 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"I quite like this spell, and when I saw it, I decided to write this only comment for it. 
Flying wings, roses, white cities. White is a sign of God's purity and power. The fly in the 
ointment is that the steps are a little deformed, and the guardrail is not very continuous. 
But it does not affect the overall degree of completion and layering. Come on! The 
angelic spiral ladder that runs out of the Ancient Wings is up to you. (Favored by Buff-

Alice)" (Alice). 

"Hanging in the palace of the immortals, overlooking the dust of the world." (Half 
born for summer hemorrhoids to winter) 

"Step on the song and walk in the Lingxiao Hall, dance the nine heavens of the 
clear shadow." (Principal) 

 

Figure:{{{ugly}}},{{{duplicate}}},{{morbid}},{{mutilated}},{{{tranny}}},mutated 

hands,{{{poorly drawn hands}}},blurry,{{bad anatomy}},{{{bad proportions}}},extra 

limbs,cloned face,{{{disfigured}}},{{{more than 2 nipples}}},{{{{missing 

arms}}}},{{{extra legs}}},mutated hands,{{{{{fused fingers}}}}},{{{{{too many 

fingers}}}}},{{{unclear eyes}}},lowers,bad anatomy,bad hands,text,error,missing 

fingers,extra digit,fewer digits,cropped,worst quality,low quality,normal 

quality,jpeg artifacts,signature,watermark,username,blurry,bad 

feet,{{{{{monotone}}}}}, {{{Palaces, ruins, thrones}}} 

 

scenery：{{{{{{{1girl}}}}}}}, {{{girl}}}, 

{{{ugly}}},{{{duplicate}}},{{morbid}},{{mutilated}},{{{tranny}}},mutated hands,{{{poorly 

drawn hands}}},blurry,{{bad anatomy}},{{{bad proportions}}},extra limbs,cloned 

face,{{{disfigured}}},{{{more than 2 nipples}}},{{{{missing arms}}}},{{{extra 

legs}}},mutated hands,{{{{{fused fingers}}}}},{{{{{too many fingers}}}}},{{{unclear 

eyes}}},lowers,bad anatomy,bad hands,text,error,missing fingers,extra digit,fewer 

digits,cropped,worst quality,low quality,normal quality,jpeg 

artifacts,signature,watermark,username,blurry,bad feet,{{{{{monotone}}}}}, 

{{{Palaces, ruins, thrones}}} 

Steps: 50, Sampler: Euler a, CFG scale: 6.5, Size: 1024x768, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, 

Clip skip: 2, ENSD: 31337 
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Chinese Dragon 

"The plotting rate is not very high, but running a few more times to adapt to the AI 

will improve the success rate. ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

{master piece}},(((best quality))),(((ultra_detailed)))grand movement,(illustration),co

ol movement,((1 Orient dragon)),black background,beautiful and detailed squama,

((beautiful and detailed loong_horns)),beautiful and detailed dragon&apos;s head,

beautiful and detailed loong_tail,feature ,flames,lightning effect,rainy,(suspending)

,full_loong,coherent loong,(((beautiful_and_detailed_claw))),((loong_with_4_claws)),

overlook view,coordinate ,((slim and long)) ,((slim claws)), black, 

half hidden in the cloud,(((wash_and_int))),Chinoiserie,Chinese_int,(((mount the clo

ud and ride the mist))) 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Huaxia Longzu! Start in all directions! (Principal) 

"Huh, smoke! How not to smoke! This is a Chinese dragon! Draw cards! (Tonight) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

{{{ugly}}},{{{duplicate}}},{{morbid}},{{mutilated}},{{{tranny}}},mutated hands,{{{poorly 

drawn hands}}},blurry,{{bad anatomy}},{{{bad proportions}}},extra limbs,cloned face

,{{{disfigured}}},{{{more than 2 nipples}}},{{{{missing arms}}}},{{{extra legs}}},mutated

 hands,{{{{{fused fingers}}}}},{{{{{too many fingers}}}}},{{{unclear eyes}}},lowers,bad a

natomy,bad hands,text,error,missing fingers,1 unit with multipul heads,a unit with 

multipul tails,heads together,too_long_neck,missing claws,missing legs,missing ey

es, extra tail,fat body,strenge claw,streng proportion,too_thin_body,extra head,too 

thick neck, extra body,too long nose 

Steps: 60, Sampler: DDIM, CFG scale: 11 
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Steampunk 

"The spell is also gorgeous (perhaps), steampunk fantasy and beauty, technology 

and magic, it feels so similar to AI drawing. ” 

 

 tag： 
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 Negtag： 

 

best light,Amazing,dream,((((detailed Steampunk)))),((Victorian era)),sunny,((clear 

sky)),(depth of field),Hopeful,((sketch)),((((Jiburi)))),((bright color)),(((flat 

color))),grand 

space,(((watercolor_(medium)))),(((ink))),(((masterpiece))),((extremely detailed CG u

nity 8k wallpaper)),((ultra-detailed)),(hometown),((man)),((chromatic 

aberration)),beautiful blue sky and white clouds, 

cinematic lighting,((caustic)),((((Floating airship above)))),((many gentlemen)),((Bird 

Mouth Gas Mask)),(Pocket watch),romanticism,(Science and 

Mysticism),((Gentleman's high hat)),((Leather riding boots)),(Leather 

coat),((Windbreaker)),((Motorcycle goggles)),(((Precision flight watch))),Mechanical 

arm,(((steam))),fantasy,(((gear))), (steam engine),Gothic 

architecture,wind,fog,Steam powered,(19th Century),machines,((lever 

drive)),steel,,rivet,(Heavy and slow),Grassland far away from the city,Utopia,The 

First Industrial Revolution,90s,steam whistle,Canvas wing,((Steam punk 

wings)),((windmill)),landspace,(hang glider),(Canvas propeller),Hot Air 

Balloon,Balloon,(Waving Flag),rope,Flying splashes,Dutch windmill,Gothic 

architecture,Close up focus,(Medieval 

manor),background,scenecy,kikai,(vapour),Wooden parts,magic,street 

(((ugly))),(((duplicate))),((morbid)),((mutilated)),(((tranny))),(((trans))),(((trannsexual))

),(((mutation))),(((deformed))),(((long neck))),((bad anatomy)),(((bad 

proportions))),(((extra arms))),(((extra legs))), (((disfigured))),(((more than 2 

nipples))),malformed,mutated,(hermaphrodite), 

((extra limbs)),((missing arms)),((missing legs)),((poorly drawn hands)),((poorty 

drawn face)),(mutation,poorly drawn :1.2), 

(long body :1.3),multiple breasts,cloned face,gross proportions, mutated 

hands,bad hands,bad feet,long neck,missing limb,(malformed limbs),malformed 

hands, 

(fused fingers),(too many fingers),extra fingers,missing fingers,extra digit,fewer 

digits,(mutated hands and fingers :1.5), 

lowres,text,error,cropped,worst quality,low quality,normal quality,jpeg 

artifacts,signature,watermark,username,blurry,text font ui,futa,yaoi 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"All punks have their own romance, while steampunk has its own insolent ideals 

and the free hope of human beings to challenge the future. (Qiyao) 

"A little more gears would be great." (Principal) 

"The industrial behemoth Motamada." (Wind Master of Alzheimer's Disease) 

"It's Victorian romance." (Tonight) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step:40 cfg:4.5 ddim 
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Elemental Magic Catalog - II - Classic Chapter 

The inclusion in this chapter of works that do not conform to the type included in the 

above chapters is the original classic form of the Codex. 

 

red |  ψ Devil Abyss 

y ・-・×↝ 

"Naifu's effect is better than the effect of webui!! If you have the ability, it is best 

to use naifu to generate!! ” 

  tag： 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"The dark system is the best." (Principal) 

naifu： 

masterpiece, best quality, masterpiece, {best quality},highly detailed,ultra-

detailed,illustration,Depth of field,cold,solo,{{{Dark prison}}},{{{1girl}}},black 

short_hair,bob haircut,{{long_sleeves}},off_shoulder,detailed eyes,{{Hematic red 

eyes}},{{tareme}},{{crazy}},expressionless,{{prisoner's 

garb}},Handcuffs,Chain,Hammer,miniskirt,{metal jewelry},{{{heavy metal}}},Foot 

cuffs,cross-laced_footwear,choker,{{Monster Energy}},{Demon Array},{{{666}}},[Dry 

ice fog] 

 

webui： 

masterpiece,(best quality),highly detailed,ultra-

detailed,illustration,Depth of field,(Dark prison:1.2),cold,solo,(1 girl),detailed eyes,(

Hematic red eyes),(black short hair),bob haircut,(tareme),(crazy),expressionless,(pri

soner's garb),(long_sleeves),off shoulder,miniskirt,(Monster Energy:1.2),(heavy met

al:1.2),(metal jewelry),choker,cross-

laced footwear,cuffs,wrist cuffs,(chain),hammer,(Demon Array),(666:1.2),Dry ice fog 

naifu: 

low quality+bad anatomy 

 

webui: 

lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, missing fingers, extra digit, fewer 

digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, 

watermark, username, blurry 

naifu：steps：50   scale：4.2 

webui：steps：50+   scale：4 
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Painted method  

"Originally wanted to do doHna: doHna's style turned out to be a bit of a 

Splatoon? So I let go of myself, bright color splash ink race high! ” 

Because there are too many colors, the bad image rate is not low, but isn't it more 

fun to draw cards (laughs)? 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

(((masterpiece))),(((best quality))),((ultra-detailed)),(illustration),(dynamic angle), 

((floating)),(paint),((disheveled hair)), 

(solo),(1girl), loli, ((small_breasts)), (((detailed anima face))),((beautiful detailed 

face)),collar,bare shoulders,  

white hair, ((colorful hair)),((streaked hair)),  

beautiful detailed eyes,(Gradient color eyes),(((colorful eyes))), 

(((colorful background))),(((high saturation))),(((surrounded by colorful 

splashes))),(((surrounded by colorful dot))),colorful bubble,((shining)) 

nsfw,nipples,(black skin),dark background,lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, 

error, missing fingers, extra digit, fewer digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, 

normal quality, jpeg artifacts,signature, watermark, username, blurry, artist 

name,bad feet 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Remembering the sad paint woo..." (Principal) 

"Favorite brilliant color style, versatile background." (Snow) 

"In fact, the whole subtle part of the composition is the white color blocks." 

(Tonight) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steps: 50, Sampler: Euler a, CFG scale: 6, Size: 1280x512, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, 

Eta: 0.68, Clip skip: 2, ENSD: 31337 
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 Tonight's universal formula 

     

   

 tag： 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Hand over the cat body tonight!" (Principal) 

"Change me!" (Yin and Yang) 

"It seems... You can write a small essay in the introduction area, and also, the tag is 

knocked by a cat, well. (Tonight) 

 

 

 

((masterpiece)), best quality, highres, original, extremely detailed 8K wallpaper, world 

masterpiece theater, (an extremely delicate and beautiful cyborg girl), 1 cyborg girl, solo, 

assertive female, ((messy long hair)), dark red hair, ((beautiful detailed eyes)), dark dress, red 

scarf, torn clothes,  arrogant smile, despair, (heroic fight:1.5), dynamic blur ， detailed 

background, (cyberpunk:1.5), (((transformed body)))，cloak, focus on face, depth of field, 

beautiful detailed shadow, dust, splashing blood, ((blood rain)), dynamic angle，light shafts, 

good lighting, tyndall effect, (Aestheticism Painting) 

(((ugly))),(((duplicate))),((morbid)),((mutilated)),(((tranny))),mutated hands,(((poorly 

drawn hands))),blurry,((bad anatomy)),(((bad proportions))),extra limbs,cloned 

face,(((disfigured))),(((more than 2 nipples))),((((missing arms)))),(((extra 

legs))),mutated hands,(((((fused fingers))))),(((((too many fingers))))),(((unclear 

eyes))),lowers,bad anatomy,bad hands,text,error,missing fingers,extra digit,fewer 

digits,cropped,worst quality,low quality,normal quality,jpeg 

artifacts,signature,watermark,username,blurry,bad feet，text font ui,malformed 

hands,long neck,missing limb,(mutated hand and finger: 1.5),(long body: 

1.3),(mutation poorly drawn: 1.2),disfigured,malformed mutated,multiple 

breasts,futa,yaoi， ((((bad face))))，unclear face 

Steps: 28, Sampler: Euler, CFG scale: 13, Size: 768x1280, Model hash: e6e8e1fc 
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Junji Law 

“ 血、火、军人、杀气！” 

 

 tag： 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Inexplicably remembering Nobunaga in a certain FGO." (Principal) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Gloomy dim yellow light), A blonde girl wears a German military uniform, (The 

girl wore a black German military uniform), ((The girl looked disgusted)), The girl 

was expressionless, (The girl was draped in a black cloak), ((((Flames burned 

behind the maiden)))), (There is battlefield behind the girl), (((Bloody))), (((beautiful 

detailed German military uniform))), ((German military uniform)), beautiful 

detailed girl, Perfect face, feet out of frame, ((Perfect body)), straight-on, ((solo)), 

red eyes, curly hair, ((backlight)), Girl on the center axis of the picture, small 

breasts, (The character is in the center of the frame), Girl on the center axis of the 

picture, (extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper, masterpiece, best quality, ultra-

detailed), (best illumination, best shadow, an extremely delicate and beautiful), 

dynamic angle, floating, finely detail, (bloom), (shine), glinting stars, classic 

nsfw, lower, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, missing fingers, extra digit, fewer 

digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, 

watermark, username, blurry, missing fingers,  bad hands, missing arms, long 

neck, Humpbacked, shadow, nude 

Steps: 30, Sampler: Euler, CFG scale: 3.5, Size: 768x1024, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, 

Clip skip: 2, ENSD: 31337 
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Little Messiah 

"You only have one flight.... No, that's over. Go home, brave and kind child. ” 

 

 tag： 
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 Negtag： 

(masterpiece), best quality, 8k wallpaper, illustration, 1 girl, (cat girl), child, [deep 

skin|dark skin], dark orange eyes, glowing eyes, slit pupils, (blue hair), short hair, 

bangs, (whiskers), [maroon cat sunhat|cat ears], (hat bow:1.35), long purple scarf, 

flat chest, (closed firebrick robe), wide sleeves, sleeves past wrists, (sleeves past 

fingers), (leggings:0.85), (cat tail:0.6), looking to the side, [(lateral view)|(back 

view:1.35)], cowboy shot, dynamic angle, no light, (dark wheat field), in field, 

(fireflies:0.65), wide view, (night:1.2), (black sky), cloud, cirrus, [(dark 

shadow:1.2)|greyscale], (single high tower at far distance) 

 

This 100% TAG utilization and 100% detachability will be a glimpse of the universal sequential 

formula. 

Cat Hat and SunHat are two different tags, but because they have the same "suggestion 

pre" (tags have a tree-like "suggestion pre" distribution), they can be used together, as can 

cat ears and cat hat. In the same way, robe is used as the recommended front of sleeves 

past wrists, and then as the recommended front of sleeves past fingers, emphasizing the 

leaves of the front tree can strengthen the presence of the whole tree.  

leggings and cat tail use weak weights and allow crowding in the last position where the 

"thing" is attached. legging is used to provide black socks instead of bare legs when the AI 

wants to pat the legs, and 0.85 is the threshold at which it does not significantly affect the 

composition. Cat tail is counterproductive to the above, weakening the leaves of the front 

tree can weaken the presence of the entire tree, so that the cat tail attribute that comes with 

the cat tail attribute does not pollute the scarf - the same is true for the fireflies below. 

No light is used to create abnormal lighting, specifically manifested as bizarre passive strong 

light, with a black sky with a gap of about 3~6 words in the middle. 

The most important thing is naturally the fusion of dark shadow and greyscale, which is 

used to erase details together with the illustration at the beginning. The illustration placed 

in the style indicator section + the half-painted greyscale placed in the filter segment are 

higher than what flat color or sketch or partly colored is so high that I don't know where to 

go.  
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sampler： 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(nsfw), lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, missing fingers, extra digit, 

fewer digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, 

signature, watermark, username, blurry, bad feet, many feet, abnormal, deformity, 

malformation, mutant 

 

Be sure to bring NSFW. Robe is the recommended front of the opened robe, and it is also a 

strong association recommendation front, so the robe may be open without NSFW. 

 

Steps: 40, Sampler: Euler a, CFG scale: 12, Size: 768x512, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, 

Hypernet: anime_2, Eta: 0.68, Clip skip: 2, ENSD: 31337 

 

In the case of strong spell control, the parameters are not really important, not even the 

model. 
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Golden leaf 

"This is the first magic to completely solve the hand and elemental contamination 

(although it takes more than 500 steps to solve the problem of the hand)" 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

(((masterpiece))),(((crystals texture Hair))),(((((extremely detailed 

CG))))),((8k_wallpaper)), (1 girls:1.5),big top sleeves, floating,beautiful detailed 

eyes, overexposure, side blunt bangs, buttons, bare shoulders,(loli),light shafts, 

soft focus, character focus,wings,(((Transparent wings))), 

[[((Wings made of golden lines,angel wing,gold halo around girl,many golden 

ribbon,Aureate headgear,gold magic circle in sky,ight, black sky):1.3):((galaxy 

background, snowflakes, night sky, black pupils, starts sky background, stars 

behind girl, view on sky,standing):0.8)],[(Elegant hair,Long hair,The flying golden 

lines,Messy golden lines,halo,hairs between eyes,Small breasts,ribbons, 

bowties,red eyes, golden pupil, white hair,flowing hair,disheveled hair,lowing long 

hair):(Delicate arms and hands):0.8] 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"What a product of the times." (Board) 

"Venus of XX Hey." (Principal) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(mutated hands and fingers:1.5 ),(mutation, poorly drawn :1.2), (long body :1.3), 

(mutation, poorly drawn :1.2) , liquid body, text font ui, long neck, uncoordinated 

body,fused ears,huge breasts,((((ugly)))),one hand with more than 5 fingers, one 

hand with less than 5 fingers 

Steps: 150, Sampler: Euler, CFG scale: 7.5, Size: 1216x576, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, 

Clip skip: 2, ENSD: 31337 
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Linnaeus 

"When drawing plants, pay attention to the fact that AI is not very able to 

recognize scientific names and many English names, and the weight of Botanical 

illustration needs to be adjusted according to different plants, and the characters 

are placed in front of the background and behind. Enjoy the wonderful plants 

created by the AI teacher. ” 

 

 tag： 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"I love this fresh beauty." (Yin and Yang) 

"How can you be so innovative?" (Wind Mage of Alzheimer's) 

"Well, now that you are a wonderful druid, go and contribute to the cause of 

environmental protection in the world." (Tonight) 

 

 

Plant: 

Botanical illustration, masterpiece, best quality, extremely detailed, 植物名 

 

Bring characters (be sure to pay attention to the order): 

watercolor, masterpiece, best quality, extremely detailed, 1girl, full body, beautiful 

detailed eyes, cute anime face, full body, beautiful detailed face, white hair, 

(Botanical illustration:1.5), white dress 

 

(You can remove watercolor, remove it or add sketch entries to make the lines of flowers 

and plants clearer, watercolor will make the painting style bring water halo, and adding full 

body weight will be more stable to the whole body, but the face collapse rate will also 

increase) 

 

lowres, bad anatomy, error, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, 

signature, watermark, username, blurry, bad feet, artist name, blurred, poorly 

drawn face, extra fingers, missing fingers, fused fingers, abnormal fingers, fused 

hands, ugly, 3d 

Steps: 32, Sampler: Euler a, CFG scale: 11, 512x512 
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Peach method 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Pink Furry Rabbit (not)" (plate) 

"The peach blossom fairy planted peach trees but exchanged them for peach 

blossoms..." 

"The works that stand out among the countless dragons and maidens, perfectly 

blend the characters and dragons, the subject and the background, and no one had 

ever imagined that pink could be so suitable before." (Guangxia Mo) 

((masterpiece)),((best quality)),(ultra-detailed),(illustration),((an extremely delicate 

and beautiful)),(dynamic angle),chinese dragon,china,1girl,(beautiful detailed 

eyes),cute pink eyes,green pupil,detailed face,upper body,messy floating 

hair,disheveled hair,focus,perfect hands 

nsfw,owres,bad anatomy,bad hands,text,error,missing fingers,extra digit,fewer 

digits,cropped,worst quality,low quality,normal quality,jpeg 

artifacts,signature,watermark,username,blurry, missing arms,long 

neck,humpbacked,shadow,nude 

Steps: 30, Sampler: DDIM, CFG scale: 7, Size: 1280x448, Model hash: 925997e9 
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Spring cat 

"The garden is full of life in spring, and you gently walk into this colorful land to 

catch a glimpse of the flowers. As you walk, the garden stretches out as if there is 

no end. At this point you look back.... ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

original, (masterpiece), (illustration), (extremely fine and beautiful), perfect 

detailed, photorealistic, (beautiful and clear background:1.25), (depth of field:0.7), 

(1 cute girl with (cat ear and cat tail:1.2) stands in the garden:1.1), (cute:1.35), 

(detailed beautiful eyes:1.3), (beautiful face:1.3), casual, silver hair, silver ear, (blue 

hair:0.8), (blue ear:0.8), long hair, coat, short skirt, hair blowing with the wind, 

(blue eye:1.2), flowers, (little girl:0.65), butterflys flying around 
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sampler： 

(3 cat ear),(poorly drawn hands), (poorly drawn face), (((fat))), ((cropped)), ((fused 

fingers)), ((too many fingers)), (malformed limbs), (((bad anatomy))), ((ugly)), out of 

frame, blurry, gross propotions, distorted face, distorted body, ((distorted 

fingers)), missing leg, more than 2 leg, more than 2 feet, more than 2 arms, text, 

ui, signature, icon, watermark, misplaced limbs, leg too big, leg too small, fused 

hands, fused arms, distorted backgroud, fused buildings, ((finger too short)), more 

than 1 right hand, more than 1 left hand, wrong direction of limbs, wrong 

direction of legs, wrong direction of feet, misplaced facial features, unbalanced 

facial features, ((body too long)), ((arm too short)), (poorly drawn joint), misplaced 

joint, wrong joint angle, disappearing legs, disappearing arms, disappearing limbs, 

((fused limbs)), ((fused thighs)), thumb too long, fingers too long, missing hands, 

missing arms, no face, wrong angle of upper and lower body, ((misplaced animal 

tail)), ((malformed animal tail)), poorly drawn animal tail, less than 2 ears, ((more 

than 2 ears)), ((more than 2 animal ears)), ((one arm longer than another)), 

((missing palm)), ((palm disappeared)), sharp fingers, ((two eyes in different size)), 

hair fused with items, weird ears, weird animal ears, weird fingers, weird hands, 

weird limbs, weird arms, weird legs, weird thighs, thin wrist, more than 2 eyes, 

malformed eyes, misplaced eyes, strange animal 

 

This spell is not copied or stacked at will, except for the first few common spells (cropped, 

blurry, etc.), everything else is adjusted for the picture elements. First of all, the limbs and 

facial features are counter-spelled (malformed, misplaced, weird, etc.), then special 

designations are made for ears (otherwise it is extremely easy to generate cat witches with 

three or four ears), and finally strange animals are specified to avoid spawning strange cats. 

(Useful when spawning beast-eared maidens) 
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Hypernetwork: anime_3 

hypernetwork strength: 0.5~0.6 

cfg scale: 4.5~5.5 

step: 30~50 

res: 1024*768 ~ 1024*576 

sampler: DDIM 

skip CLIP:1 

ESDN: 17415 

除了 DDIM 外，Euler、LMS、DPM2 a Karras 都可以獲得不錯的效果，只是 step 需要

適當的調低。 

若 1024 寬的圖片解析度太低，推薦使用 hires fix 功能處理，也可以有效的避免過於鮮豔

的問題。 
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Summer Night Fox 

" In the hot summer, you take advantage of the moonlight at night to take a 

walk by the river to cool off. However, under the faint moonlight there is a bright 

place, curious you go to confirm, and what awaits you is... ” 

 

 tag： 
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 Negtag： 

original, (masterpiece), (illustration), (extremely fine and beautiful), (perfect 

details), (unity CG 8K wallpaper:1.05), (beautiful and clear background:1.25), 

(depth of field:0.7), (1 cute girl with (2 fox ear:0.9) and (fox tail on the back:1.2) 

stands aside the river:1.15). (cute:1.3), (detailed beautiful eyes:1.3), (beautiful 

face:1.3), silver hair, silver ear, (pink hair:0.7), (pink ear:0.7), long hair, ( japanese 

kimomo:1.25), (hair blowing with the wind:1.1), (blue eye:1.1), (little girl:1.1), 

butterflys flying around, (moon light:0.6), tree, (summer), (night:1.2), (close-

up:0.35), (gloves:0.8), solo 

 

At the beginning, there are some common quality entries, followed by the main body of the 

picture (fox-eared girl), and finally specify various elements. (Pink Hair performance is not 

obvious but can significantly improve the color temperature performance of the overall 

picture, change to blue hair to get a fairly blue picture) 
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sampler： 

(poorly drawn hands), (poorly drawn face), weird, (((fat))), ((cropped)), ((fused 

fingers)), ((too many fingers)), (malformed limbs), (((bad anatomy))), ((ugly)), out of 

frame, blurry, gross propotions, distorted face, distorted body, ((distorted 

fingers)), missing leg, more than 2 leg, more than 2 feet, more than 2 arms, text, 

ui, signature, icon, watermark, misplaced limbs, leg too big, leg too small, fused 

hands, fused arms, distorted backgroud, fused buildings, ((finger too short)), more 

than 1 right hand, more than 1 left hand, wrong direction of limbs, wrong 

direction of legs, wrong direction of feet, misplaced facial features, unbalanced 

facial features, ((body too long)), ((arm too short)), (poorly drawn joint), misplaced 

joint, wrong joint angle, disappearing legs, disappearing arms, disappearing limbs, 

((fused limbs)), thumb too long, fingers too long, missing hands, missing arms, 

((misplaced animal tail)), ((malformed animal tail)), poorly drawn animal tail, less 

than 2 ears, ((more than 2 ears)), ((more than 2 animal ears)), ((one arm longer 

than another)), ((missing palm)), ((palm disappeared)), sharp fingers, ((two eyes in 

different size)), weird ears, weird animal ears, (weird finger), (weird hand), weird 

limbs, weird arms, weird legs, thin wrist, more than 2 eyes, malformed eyes, 

misplaced eyes, strange animals, (3 fox ears:1.7), (fox ear in middle), (hands) 

 

Although this counter-spell is quite long, it is not randomly stacked and copied. First of all, 

there are some common counter-spells (such as blurry, cropped, etc.), then there are 

counter-curses related to limbs, facial features, ears, tails (weire, malformed, misplaced, 

wrong number, etc.), and then because occasionally there are cases of turning 180 degrees 

of feet, joint-related counter-spells are also added. Finally, because the AI has a high 

probability of generating 3 or more fox ears, it is specifically limited to 3 fox ears. 

In actual use, you can remove the counter-spells related to your limbs or facial features by 

yourself, although it will greatly reduce the lower limit, but the upper limit has little effect. 
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Hypernetwork: anime_3 

Hypernetwork strength: 0.5~0.6 

cfg scale: 4~5 

Resolution: 1024*640 works best 

ESND: 17415 

CLIP skip: 1 (important) 

You can try to use 1024*640 to generate a favorite figure, use hires fix to set the length and 

width of FirstPass to 1024*640, and pull the original length and width to 2048*1280, which 

can effectively improve details and avoid excessive vividness. (Denoise strength can be 

adjusted to your liking) 
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Tracing method 

There really is back control! ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

 

(((masterpiece))),(((best quality))),((ultra-detailed)), ((illustration)),floating, ((an 

extremely delicate and beautiful)),(beautiful detailed eyes),((disheveled hair)), 

(painting),(sketch), 1girl, loli, small_breasts,((neck)),(((back))),(looking back), 

blush,dhalter dress, sliver hair,backless dress 

nsfw,nipples,lowres,bad anatomy,bad hands, text, error, missing fingers,extra digit, 

fewer digits, cropped, worstquality, low quality, normal 

quality,jpegartifacts,signature, watermark, username,blurry,bad feet 

Steps: 150, Sampler: Euler a, CFG scale: 7 
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塔罗牌术 

 

    tag： 
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 Negtag： 

 

(((masterpiece))), ((the best quality, super fine illustrations, beautiful and delicate 

water)),Depth of field, fine 8KCG wallpapers, ( delicate light), ((cinematic 

lighting)),(portrait),Portrait lens,(((Alphonse Mucha))),((Fantasy 

style)),((shine)),(((Tarot card))) 

(young girl),(((China_Cheongsam))),(delicate eyelash),((cute anime face)),(extremely 

delicate and beautiful),(hair_flower),(Gem),(crystal),((colored inner long 

hair)),(multicolored),(beautiful detailed face ),((( detailed long hair ))),floating long 

hair,gradient hair,(lace),(ribbon),((crown)),(detailed cloth) 

((Butterfly)),(detailed Butterfly) ,(multicolored Butterfly), 

(neon palette),((detailed flowers)) ,((multicolored 

flowers)),(flowers_Surrounded),(Butterfly_Surrounded)(((Flowers fill the 

screen))),((Fill the screen)) 

(The reverse tag is not necessary so much, the generic one is on the line, here is used to 

verify the picture) 

(lowres), (blurry:1.9), (bad hands:1.9), (missing fingers:1.9), (extra digit:1.9), fewer 

digits, small hands, error, multiple limbs, bad feet, cropped, worst quality, low 

quality, normal quality, bad anatomy, long nails, {{{{interlocked fingers}}}}, milf, 

nsfw, lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, missing fingers, extra digit, 

fewer digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, ( jpeg artifacts:1.9), 

(username:1.9), nsfw, bad anatomy, bad hands, (text:1.9), error, missing fingers, 

extra digit, fewer digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, 

(signature:1.9), (watermark:1.9), (username:1.9), bad hands, bad anatomy, 

ugly,duplicate,morbid,mutilated,tranny,trans,trannsexual,mutation,deformed,long 

neck,bad anatomy,bad proportions,extra arms,extra legs, disfigured,more than 2 

nipples,malformed,mutated,hermaphrodite,out of frame,extra limbs,missing 

arms,missing legs,poorly drawn hands,poorty drawn face,mutation,poorly 

drawn,long body,multiple breasts,cloned face,gross proportions, mutated 

hands,bad hands,bad feet,long neck,missing limb,malformed limbs,malformed 

hands,fused fingers,too many fingers,extra fingers,missing fingers,extra digit,fewer 

digits,mutated hands and fingers,lowres,text,error,cropped,worst quality,low 

quality,normal quality,jpeg artifacts,signature,watermark,username,blurry,text font 

ui,futa,yaoi 
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sampler： 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steps: 40, Sampler: Euler, CFG scale: 7, Size: 448x896, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, Batch 

size: 2, Batch pos: 1, Eta: 0.67, Clip skip: 2, ENSD: 31337 
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群像法 Lite 

"This spell is a basic spell and is recommended for mixing with other spells. This 

spell is designed to break through the limitations and generate a multi-person 

photo-like image, and the tag provided below is the simplest version. ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

masterpiece, best quality, (girls), gathering, and other custom content 

 

The plural form + gathering ensures group portraits. If you want to join a male character, 

you can also join (boys) 

In addition, group photos can also ensure group portraits, but often equivalent to binding a 

full body 

 

lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, missing fingers, extra digit, fewer 

digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, 

watermark, username, blurry, bad feet 
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Steps:65+,Sampler: arbitrary, CFG scale: arbitrary, Size: larger wide images are better 

 

High Step comes with the feature of hand repair, which can avoid the situation of 

finger/face accident hardest hit to a certain extent. 
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Ruixue Mega Year 

"Every spring and snow, the slightest ignorance of companionship ~" 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

(an extremely delicate and beautiful),((masterpiece)), (((best quality))), ((ultra-

detailed)), ((illustration)),((solo)),((((a girl)))),(beautiful detailed girl),(((cheongsam 

))),((((((arms_behind_back)))))) ,red eyes,((((beautiful detailed eyes)))),white 

hair,spring festival,(((chinese new year))),(((snow))),((lunar new 

year)),firecracker,Temple Fair,((busy street)),(detailed fireworks), finely 

detail,(firecracker),((the best building)),(((best shadow))),many people,(Flying 

snowflakes) 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Hey, hey, the daughter is cute!" (Principal)    

"Don't code here!" (Board) 

"Right here Code!" (Yin and Yang) 

"Don't code here!" (Wind Mage of Alzheimer's) 

"Don't code here!" (Tonight) 

"Rua, the code group is all mad." (Wheat) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 lowres, bad anatomy, bad legs,bad hands, text,error, missing fngers,extra 

digt ,fewer digits,cropped, wort quality ,low quality,normal quality, 

jpeg,artifacts,signature,watermark, username, blurry, bad feet,artist name,bad 

anatomy,bad hands,bad body,bad proportions，worst quality,low quality，

optical_illusion 

Steps: 71, Sampler: Euler a, CFG scale: 12, Size: 1344x832, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, 

Variation seed strength: 0.16, Clip skip: 2 
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Department of Classics 

 Elegance never goes out of style. ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

masterpiece, best quality, masterpiece, best quality,highly detailed,{best quality}, 

{{masterpiece}}, {highres},original, {an extremely delicate and 

beautiful},masterpiece, best quality,highly detailed,{best quality}, steampunk,  evil 

flower{highres}, extremely detailed 8K wallpaper, 1girl 

lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, missing fingers, extra digit, fewer 

digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, 

watermark, username, blurry 
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Editor's Note: 

"That's the look! Glare at me and kick me! (Principal) 

“？”（antwominy） 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

step28 Sampler Euler cfg 4.5 
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Holy Palace Law 

"Optimized the expressiveness of curly hair, the first in the world with long curly 

hair!" ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

masterpiece, best quality, CG 8k wallpaper, illustration, amazing fine details and 

brush strokes, smooth,(((1girl))), extremely detailed, dynamic composition, motion, 

incredibly detailed, white court dress,loli, moonlight, beautiful, detailed 

eyes,[white hair"blue hair:0.5],blue eyes,long_curly_hair, hands behind back, highly 

detailed, solo, full,amazing, beautiful, finely detail, (stars),galaxy,ray trace, Depth of 

field 

lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text,error, missing fingers,extra digits,fewer 

digits,cropped, worth quality ,low quality, normal quality, jpeg 

artifacts,signature,watermark, username, blurry, bad feet, realistic,3d,(large 

breast),blush,long neck,missing leg,merged leg,more than one girl,more than one 

arm 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Long curly hair is the first in the world!" (Snow) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steps: 50, Sampler: DDIM, CFG scale: 4, Size: 960x576, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, Eta: 

0.02, Clip skip: 2 
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Sunflower method 

"The sampling method tried Euler a and Euler, the 

former style is biased towards flat painting and high shipment 

rate, and the latter style is biased towards thick painting and low shipment rate. 

From a personal aesthetic point of view, the latter has a higher upper limit. ” 

 

 tag： 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Sunflowers and beautiful girls, there is a feeling of first summer love." (Snow) 

 

 

 

 

 

((Girl in straw hat looking back in a field of sunflowers)), (backlight), (best 

illumination, best shadow, an extremely delicate and beautiful), Girl on the center 

axis of the picture, small breasts, ((Sunflowers with the ultimate in detail)), 

beautiful detailed sky, Perfect body, (beautiful detailed face), extremely delicate 

and beautiful girls, Sunflower fields at sunset, sunset, black hair, beautiful detailed 

cloud, (((extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper, masterpiece, best quality, ultra-

detailed))), dynamic angle, floating, finely detail, (bloom), (shine), glinting stars, 

feather,nature,(sunlight), fairyland, (((The character is in the center of the frame))) 

nsfw, {{{ugly}}},{{{duplicate}}},{{morbid}},{{mutilated}},{{{tranny}}},mutated 

hands,{{{poorly drawn hands}}},blurry,{{bad anatomy}},{{{bad proportions}}},extra 

limbs,cloned face,{{{disfigured}}},{{{more than 2 nipples}}},{{{{missing 

arms}}}},{{{extra legs}}},mutated hands,{{{{{fused fingers}}}}},{{{{{too many 

fingers}}}}},{{{unclear eyes}}},lowers,bad anatomy,bad hands,text,error,missing 

fingers,extra digit,fewer digits,cropped,worst quality,low quality,normal 

quality,jpeg artifacts,signature,watermark,username,blurry,bad 

feet,{{{{{monotone}}}}}, {{{Palaces, ruins, thrones}}} 

Steps: 50, Sampler: Euler(a), CFG scale: 4.5, Size: 768x1024, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, 

Clip skip: 2, ENSD: 31337 
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Puppet method 

" The basic version of the puppet method will generate delicate and beautiful 

and lifeless women like dolls, and no XP color tag has been added to this spell, 
which can be added by yourself, adding too much may collapse, or the style is 
completely deviated.  

The effect of the Weibu version and the naifu version is slightly different, the naifu 
version is a stable single head, the weibu version generates multiple people by 
default, but it can stably generate doll joints (remember to add a full body tag and 
emphasize, otherwise the generated joints are outside the screen) (webu version 
remember to replace the braces with parentheses, otherwise it will steadily generate 
blood-cursed style women) " 

 

 tag： 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Puppets he." （antwominy） 

"The picture I chose is not obvious, and its practical picture that ran out of this 

string of tags has some uncanny valley effect, and I am panicked after watching it for a 

long time." (Tonight) 

"If you can really see the map of Uncanny Valley, then you can't put it here." 

(anonymous). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

{extremely detailed 8k wallpaper},{masterpiece},{best 

quality},{{{{{doll}}}}},{{BJD}},toy doll,Marionette,{ball 

joint},{{{{lifeless}}}},{{{inorganic}}},{1girl},beautiful detailed Glass eye,handled 

hair,gorgeous hair,expressionless,indifferent,hyperrealistic,gothic,Classical 

decoration,sit,zoom in on eyes,focus on eyes,rococo style,{{silk thread}} 

(((more than 2 nipples))),((((missing arms)))),(((extra legs))),mutated 

hands,(((((fused fingers))))),(((((too many fingers))))),(((unclear eyes))), bad 

anatomy, text, bad face, error, extra digit, fewer digits, worst quality, low quality, 

normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, watermark, username, {blurry:1.1}, missing 

arms, missing legs, more than two legs,bad anatomy,mutation 

Steps: 30, Sampler: EulerA, CFG scale:6 
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Original Codex Bible 

"Singing directly in the original text is to conveniently construct large scenes that 

are not easy to shape simply with tags or narratives under the premise of 

determining the style, such as group portraits, landscapes, wars, and supernatural 

landscapes, and the quoted original text will have a subtle impact on the drawing 

effect because of the content and proportion, if you want to depict more 

specifically, you must ensure that the intercepted clip is more condensed." Because 

this method is most likely suitable for styles such as ink and ukiyo-e that can be 

combined with other classics, this paragraph is only called "Bible Chapter". In short, 

I can't understand it, but AI can run out. ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

((oil painting)), ((masterpiece)), ((best quality)), ((ultra-detailed)), (illustration), 

((impasto paintings)), highres, (beautiful detailed), saint(beautiful detailed faces), 

cinematic lighting, classicism, + Original Bible 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Amazing creativity and magical discovery!" (Snow) 

"Then, who will pay me these thirty silver coins." (Tonight) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, missing fingers, extra digit, fewer 

digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, 

watermark, username, blurry, bad feet, artist name, blurred, poorly drawn face 

Steps: 20, Sampler: Euler a, CFG scale: 4.5-5.5, Eta: 0.66, Clip skip: 2, scene 512*1024, other 

arbitrary 
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Resentful paper 

"Abstraction? ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

 

Editor's Note: 

long hair, beautiful detailed eyes, beautiful detailed hair, petals,(((flowing))), (((((full 

body))))),1girl,((paper-cut)),red,(beautiful detailed eyes),floating_hai 

lowres, text,error, extra digt , fewer digits, cropped, wort quality , low quality, 

normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, watermark, username, blurry, big boobs, 

large_breasts 

Steps: 40, Sampler: Euler, CFG scale: 11,Size: 704x704, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, Clip 

skip: 2, ENSD: 31337 

Steps: 40, Sampler: Euler, CFG scale: 11,Size: 704x704, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, Clip skip: 2, 

ENSD: 31337 
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Bee Lady 

" Bee demon, the prototype is not yet available!"  

 

     tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"I'm going to commit it!" (Principal) 

"3 out of 11 audits." (Tonight) 

 

worker bees，drones，{{{{{queen bee with a detailed face of girl in 

production}}}}}}，in beehive，{{{{game_cg}}}},{{{{by famous artist}}}},{{highly 

detailed}},{{masterpiece}},{{{best quality}}}，[Beeswax],[honey], [Royal jelly]，solo 

NSFW,bad hands 

steps：50        scale：2.5 
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Haptic technique 

(No message)" 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

(((masterpiece))), (((best quality))), ((ultra-detailed)),(((lots of details))),(beautiful 

detailed girl),((Epic Light and Shadow)),cinematic angle ,oil painting  , (illustration), 

(detailed light),((an extremely delicate and beautiful)),A girl was sitting in a dark 

environment. Behind her was a strange purple portal. The portal stretched out 

many tentacles and passed by the 

girl,(((Wariza))),weak,(((half_closed_eyes))),(((Purple_Energy_Transfer_Gate))),bare_s

houlders,portrait,The girl is wearing a black gown,portrait,Dark ray,(((Detail 

background))),(cute anime face),((Headdress)),((Beautiful 

accessories)),small_breasts, 

lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text, error, missing fingers, extra digit, fewer 

digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, 

watermark, username, blurry, bad feet,naked,Close eyes 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"It is not an astringent tentacle, it is better to say that the tentacle itself as a curve 

that can visually bring structural changes can play a good role in improving the 

perception of a painting, really not an astringent tentacle, if a painting has no structural 

vitality, then it is no different from ordinary vertical painting, really not some astringent 

tentacle can play a perfect adjustment role, so that the whole painting is no longer 

boring, and even vivid, but really not an astringent tentacle (omitted)" (Qiyao) 

"Suggestion... I have to suggest that everyone understands. (Tonight) 

"Just want color!" (Principal) 

"Rua, no shivering." (Wheat) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steps：59 

Width:832 

Height:512 

Cfg:4.5 
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Wei dynasty Tianlong 

Humph! The little skill of carving insects, dare to get an axe, mighty Tianlong!  ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

original, (masterpiece), (illustration), (extremely fine and beautiful),(extremely 

detailed:1.15) ,(perfect details), (unity CG 8K wallpaper:1.05), (beautiful and clear 

background:1.25), (depth of field:0.7),(A handsome Ancient Monk1.5),(detailed 

beautiful eyes:1.15), (detailed beautiful face:1.35),(bald:1.4),(Buddha's light shines 

back:0.9),(The plate sits in front of the temple1.25),(tower:1.1),(Red and yellow and 

cassock: 1.25),(golden and white eye:0.9),(Early in the morning),(close-

up:0.35),treee,china,(mountain:0.9),(fantasy:0.85),(legendary Dragon King 

king:1.35),(Chinese dragon:1.25),(beautiful detailed glow),(fog:0.9),chinadre, 

traditional chinese painting(Chinese wind:1.1) 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

Evil! I want you to help me practice! (Principal) 

"The Monk—" (antwominy) 

"Monk, you are moved, it is you who lose." (JS board) 

 

 

 

 

(poorly drawn hands), (poorly drawn face), weird, (((fat))), ((cropped)), ((fused 

fingers)), ((too many fingers)), (malformed limbs), (((bad anatomy))), ((ugly)), out of 

frame, blurry, gross propotions, distorted face, distorted body, ((distorted 

fingers)), missing leg, more than 2 leg, more than 2 feet, more than 2 arms, text, 

ui, signature, icon, watermark, misplaced limbs, leg too big, leg too small, fused 

hands, fused arms, distorted backgroud, fused buildings, ((finger too short)), more 

than 1 right hand, more than 1 left hand, wrong direction of limbs, wrong 

direction of legs, wrong direction of feet, misplaced facial features, unbalanced 

facial features, ((body too long)), ((arm too short)), (poorly drawn joint), misplaced 

joint, wrong joint angle, disappearing legs, disappearing arms, disappearing limbs, 

((fused limbs)), thumb too long, fingers too long, missing hands, missing arms, 

((misplaced animal tail)),less than 2 ears, ((more than 2 ears)),(watermark) 

Model: E6E8E1FC 

Hypernetwork: None 

Hypernetwork strength: 0.5~0.6 

cfg scale: 4~5 

resolution: 1280 640 

Steps: 30~50 

Sampling method: DPM2 A Karras，或者用 DDIM 可能会有惊喜 

CFG Scale: 4.5 
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Silent rain 

"Rain and alley. ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

（Kowloon Walled City），(((extremely detailed)))，((masterpiece)), (((best 

quality))), ((ultra-detailed)), ((illustration)),flowing ，Telegraph Pole ，solo，1girl，

bnematic lighting,vest，（Delicate face）(rain),(girl hold an umbrella),grey sky，

lonely，（city），beautiful detailed eyes, detailed wet clothes, blank stare ，

dynamic angle，umbrella，expressionless, wet，alley，swirl 

lowres,bad anatomy,bad hands, text, error, missing fingers,extra digit, fewer digits, 

cropped, worstquality, low quality, normal quality,jpegartifacts,signature, 

watermark, username,blurry,bad feet,nsfw,bad face，（Curved umbrella），2girl，

Umbrella surface loss，Parachute disengagement，Hide umbrella face 
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Editor's Note: 

"In the lament of the rain, her color is dissipated, and her fragrance is dispersed. 

Dissipated, even her breathy gaze, lilac-like melancholy. - "Rain Alley" (Qiyao) 

"She just stood there, 'So be it.'" I still said this sentence, but when I turned around, 

I was pulled by something. (Tonight) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

steps：/ 

scale：8-10 

sampling：ddim 
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Loss 

"Give civilization to the years, not years to civilization."  

"Tags that focus on the background to set off the 

characters can add some lighting methods to emphasize the difference between 

the characters and the background" 

 

 tag： 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"The mountains and rains are about to fill the building, the change may be 

tomorrow, or it may never come, and the future may be in the shadow of the shaking 

lights, maybe in the fog between the buildings, maybe in this hesitation." (Qiyao) 

"What a strong sense of déjà vu of the ark! But there is no ark tag! Great! (Principal) 

"I seem to hear the voice of the person in the picture (tomorrow, tomorrow is eight 

in the morning)" (tonight) 

 

((masterpiece)), (((best quality))), (ultra-detailed:1.5), ((illustration)), ((disheveled 

hair)),(1girl)，solo,ambiguous gender，animal ears，artist name，black 

footwear，black gloves ，black pants，black ribbon，blood，blood from eyes，

blood from mouth，blood on clothes，bloodonface，blue coat，blue hair，

boots，building，bulletproof vest，cat ears，cattail，caution tape，A broken 

building,character name，city，cityscape，cloud，cloudy sky，coat，corpse，

crane (machine),crystal，cuts，eyelashes，gloves，green eyes，grey coat，

hood，hood down，hood up，hooded coat，impaled，injury，keep out，

ladder，leg ribbon，lightning，long hair，looking up，mask， meteor,open 

clothes，open coat，outdoors，pants，parted lips，railing，rain，ribbon，

rooftop，sidelocks，sky，skyscraper， tail，very long hair,(Heavy rains)，

Negative prompt,Smooth reflection, (specular reflection), (delicate and delicate 

face:1.5),The residual eaves DuanBi,Dark 

tonal,(Iridescence and rainbow eyes),backlight 

longbody, 

lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, missing fingers, pubic hair,extra digit, fewer digit

s, cropped, worst quality, low quality 

Steps: 64, Sampler: Euler a, CFG scale: 4.5, Size: 1280x960, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, 

Variation seed strength: 0.03, Clip skip: 2, ENSD: 31337 
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Interstellar 

"Don't walk tenderly into that good night..." 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

((masterpiece)), (((best quality))), ((ultra-

detailed)), ((illustration)), ((disheveled hair))，space，spacecraft，

（spacecraft_interior：2.0），border，floating，form behind，glowing，

grey border，Science fiction，{{extremely detailed CG unity 8k wallpaper}}，

super fine illustrations，the best quality，cockpit，holographic monitor，

horizon，realistic，plane，1girl ，bangs ，blue eyes ，bodysuit，book，

brown hair ，cable ，cockpit ，computer ，drawing tablet ,earth (planet) ，

floating ，floating book ， floating object ，glasses，graphite (medium) ，

grey bodysuit，hair over shoulder，juice box， laptop ，

long hair， looking to the side，planet，scenery ，screen，semi-

rimless eyewear，sitting，solo，space station，star，sunlight，sunrise，

traditional media，kunder-rim eyewear，window，zero gravity，（aerial battle),

（battle),（crossover ),(dogfight ),(backlight:1.5),middle 
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sampler： 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

low-quality,low-quality illustration, low-

quality background, lowres, bad anatomy，

longbody, lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, missing fingers, pubic hair,extra digit, f

ewer digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality 

Steps: 64, Sampler: DPM2 a Karras, CFG scale: 12, Size: 1216x704, Model hash: 925

997e9, Variation seed strength: 0.01 
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Dragon Girl Fantasy 

"An accident, the awakening of the dragon blood in the girl's body resonated with 

the family heirloom Yupei, and the little dragon that appeared in the jade pei 

surprised the girl.... ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

(masterpiece), (best quality), (super delicate), (illustration), (extremely delicate and 

beautiful), (dynamic angle), white and black highlights, (legendary Dragon 

Queen:1.3)（1 girl）, Hanfu, (complex details) (beautiful and delicate eyes), golden 

eyes, green pupils, delicate face, upper body, messy floating hair, messy hair, 

focus, perfect hands, (fantasy wind) 

 

Core: (legendary Dragon Queen: 1.3) 

Style: (illustration) (fantasy wind) 

 

nsfw,owres,bad anatomy,bad hands,text,error,missing fingers,extra digit,fewer 

digits,cropped,worst quality,low quality,normal quality,jpeg 

artifacts,signature,watermark,username,blurry, missing arms,long 

neck,humpbacked,shadow,nude,2 girl 
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Editor's Note: 

"I am an old farmer, mad cows run all over the ground, and the peasants are 

stupid." (anonymous). 

"Long Ming guy came uninvited." (anonymous). 

“rua?!” (I'm not wheat rua) 

"Rua! Don't impersonate wheat! , But this seems to be very suitable for running 

dnd to do the setting! (Wheat) 

“rua！！！” (I'm not wheat rua either) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steps: 30, Sampler: DPM2 a, CFG scale: 7, Size: 1280x512, Model hash: 925997e9, 

Clip skip: 2, ENSD: 31337 
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国风少女 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

((masterpiece)), ((best quality)), ((official art)), (extremely detailed CG unity 8k 

wallpaper), ((highly detailed)), ((illustration)), traditional chinese painting,((Chinese 

wind)),((a girl)), (single), staring, fairy,hair_ornament, earrings, jewelry, (very long 

hair), (messy_hair), bare shoulders, ribbon,hairs between eyes, beautiful detailed 

sky,full body,close-up,arms behind back,Taoist robe, thighs, aloft, mist-

shrouded,chinadre,overexposure,[wet clothes],medium breast,solo,[doll],Bare 

thigh,incredibly_absurdres,intense angle ,pleated dress,chinese style 

architecture,single hair bun,white_hair,red_eyes,sideways glance,cold 

attitude,eyeshadow,eyeliner,eyes visible through hair,no shoes,ribbon-trimmed 

sleeves,earrings,necklace,tiara,medium_breasts,sunlight,reflection light,ray 

tracing,loli,Phoenix crown and rosy robe,blush 

simple background, vague, lowres, bad anatomy, bad hands, extra fingers, text, 

error, missing fingers, extra digit, fewer digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, 

normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, watermark, username, blurry,missing 

fingers,bad hands,missing arms, long neck, large breasts,cropped,poorly drawn 

hands,poorly drawn face,mutation,deformed,worst quality,low quality,normal 

quality,jpeg artifacts,signature,watermark 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"I like the Chinese style! Did you know that we recently found out that the collar of 

Hanfu does not get wet trick☆" (snow). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CFG Scale 5.5 

Sampling Steps 60 
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樱乐会 

"Know you're in the audience oh this song is sung to you exclusive love! ” 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

((masterpiece)), (((best quality))), ((ultra-detailed)), ((illustration)), A lot of waving 

glow sticks,Stage,Concert,(solo),1 

girl,((singing)),headset,(leaning_forward:1.2),(arms_behind_back),((extremely_detail

ed_eyes_and_face)),colorful,,Tokyo Dome,ray tracing,(disheveled 

hair),cherry_blossoms,petals,Flying notes 

An incomplete face,A contorted face,hand,lowres,bad hands, text, error, missing 

fingers, extra digit, fewer digits, cropped, worst quality, low quality, normal quality, 

jpeg artifacts, signature, watermark, username, blurry,missing fingers,bad hands, 

long neck, Humpbacked,extra legs 

Steps: 48, Sampler: Euler, CFG scale: 13, Size: 1344x832, Model hash: e6e8e1fc, Clip 

skip: 2 
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Editor's Note: 

"My daughter sang it to me! (bushi)" (principal) 

"What does Itaba look like in the future!" (anonymous). 

"Be careful upstairs." (Plate) 

"Our dream is to put on a small skirt, jump and sing, and bring happiness to 

everyone!" (Steelplate has been proven to be a pretender.) 

"Alice is right." (Tonight) 

"The cat is right." (Principal) 
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Unnamed flowers 

(No message)" 

 

 tag： 
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 Negtag： 

 

sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"Flowers, maidens, butterflies, dreamy and cold, intoxicating." (Guangxia Mo) 

"Amazing." (Board) 

"Sprinkle!" (anonymous). 

 

beautiful detailed flower, beautiful detailed eyes,hyper detailed,flower,hyper qualit

y,,eyes,flower and hair is same color,beautifuly color,face,{{{{{her hair is becoming fl

ower, flower,hair,flower,butterfly,}}}}},{{{{1girl}}}}kawaii,,{{{high details, high quality}}}

,{{{back light}}},{{hair and clothes is flower}},{{{upper body}}} ,high quality,hair with 

body ,webbed dress, upper body, flower leg, flower hands,body with flower,   {{ flo

wer with clothes}} , dress with flower, , light particles,black background,  {{{{Hair wit

h flower}}}},small breast with flower,big hair with  flower,{{floating hair with flower,f

loating}}1girl,small breast,  marbling with hair and clothes, looking at viewer,{{origi

nal}},{{arm down}}, {{paper cutting}}, black background, flower forground,  {{hair wi

th flower}},{{{{{highres}}}},} hair with  flower,hair with flower ,hair,  wavy hair ,diffusi

on lighting, abstract,Butterfly with  body,   flower with hair, her hair is flower,big to

p sleeves, floating 

large breast, huge breast, worst quality masterpiece,black hair, ,landscape,adult, ol

d, phobia,loli , low-

teen, blush,fate,flat color, wear,realistic,Smrealist,clothes,nsfw,masterpiece,a,,natura

listic,hair,hair,flower,dress,hatching,absolutely long hair,nsfw, owres, bad anatomy, 

bad hands, text, error, missing fingers, extra digit, fewer digits, cropped, worst qual

ity, low quality, normal quality, jpeg artifacts, signature, watermark, username, blur

ry,missing fingers,bad hands,missing arms, long neck, Humpbacked 

UC:L+B 

Add quality tags:off 

scale:3 steps:28  

sample:ddim 
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Unnamed rain 

(No message)" 

 

 tag： 

 

 Negtag： 

melting,abstract,splash,hyper detailed ,small breast,white hair, short hair with long 

locks,small breast ,messy hair, blue eyes, backlighting , sand, water,black backgrou

nd, dust clodust,water splash,long sleeves ,white clothes, splash,oversized clothes 
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sampler： 

 

Editor's Note: 

"It's a foreign friend's submission!" (Principal) 

"It's cute little Shota!" (Tonight) 

{{{{{large breasts, huge breasts, worst quality,fat,child, low-

teen}}}}}masterpiece,black hair, ,,adult, old, phobia,loli, low-

teen,blush,fate,,realistic,Smrealist,clothes,nsfw,masterpiece,a,,naturalistic,hair,hair,s

and,dress,hatching,absolutely long hair,nsfw, owres, bad anatomy, bad hands, text,

 error, missing fingers, extra digit, liquid tongue, long neck, fused ears, bad ears, p

oorly drawn ears, extra ears, liquid ears, heavy ears, missing ears, fused animal ear

s, bad animal ears, poorly drawn animal ears, extra animal ears, liquid animal ears, 

heavy animal ears,missing animal ears, bad hairs,poorly drawn hairs, fused hairs, b

ad face, fused face, poorly drawn face, cloned face, big face, long face, bad eyes, f

used eyes poorly drawn eyes, extra eyes 

UC:L+B 

scale:3.5 steps:28 

Add quality tags  

sample:k_euler_a 


